
INTRODUCTION TO POLLUTION

PREVENTION

Many satellites put in orbit by the United States and other countries have included geographic image surveys as

part of their missions. The images from those satellites have illustrated the beauty and diversity of the planet’s

surface and the fact that it is isolated and self-contained. Although enormous in scale, the Earth is not infinite

nor are its resources. While the planet can support an abundance of life and even can absorb some level of

pollution, its carrying capacity (the amount of life supportable through resource allocation and use) is fixed.

Because of this, the combination of natural and human-made detrimental effects, including pollution, must be

considered to ensure that the carrying capacity is not exceeded. 

The effect of natural or  human-made change on Earth is often difficult to determine and is speculative on a

worldwide scale, although studies of individual ecosystems and smaller geographic areas prove less difficult to

measure. Instances of pollution can be investigated to determine effects and risks posed. Environmental studies

and analyses have received increasing attention in past decades. Only through education can we as citizens

become informed enough to make accurate and responsible decisions about our environment. The focus of this

chapter is environmental pollution, either occurring naturally or human-made. There are two fundamental

reasons for our concern with environmental pollution: (1) human health, welfare, and resource needs and (2)

concern about the rest of nature.

Human Health, Welfare, and Resource Needs

Our personal concern with environmental pollution mainly revolves around health problems from natural, as

well as human-made, pollutants. Human health and well-being can be impacted by environmental pollution in

two distinctly different ways: (1) on a personal level by detrimental health due to contamination or depletion of

water, air, and other needed resources or (2) by reduced social and economic benefits or degradation in a

geographic, ecosystem, or global context through slow deterioration of our habitat or decreasing availability of

resources.

The cost of control and remediation measures for pollutants sometimes is reflected in  health-care costs to treat

afflictions caused by pollution. Reduced or eliminated mental well-being or recreational benefits often are

overlooked and are underestimated because of the difficulty in quantifying costs. The cost of the inability to fish

a stream segment because of aquatic pollution, to stay outdoors for extended periods because of elevated ozone

levels, or to play in areas contaminated by pollution is difficult to determine economically.   Maintaining a

healthy and sustainable environment for these activities often runs contrary to human and economic needs for

population, urban, agricultural, and manufacturing growth and development.

Concern for Nature

Concern for nature other than that readily identified as healthful or economically beneficial has been a part of

human existence for centuries. For example, there are many things about the balance of nature that we don’t

know. The loss of some species may throw off that delicate balance in ways that we cannot foresee at the time.

This is a major theme of the modern environmental movement. Although many concerns mainly address human

enjoyment, nature has value simply in its existence. Consider, for example, the number of people who place

value in the protection of endangered species and the national park system, even though they have never seen

an Indiana Bat or visited Little River Canyon. This protection of nature does not come without a price to all of

us. Some resources have to be left unclaimed, some land has to be left undeveloped, and funds must be spent on

protection and preservation of the delicate balance of nature.
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Cultural Change

One of the major factors in the creation of environmental pollution stems from the consumption of resources,

production and manufacture of goods, and disposal of wastes. Demand from citizens for a ready supply of goods

increases as the population increases. Technology offers more products to make our lives better and easier, and

our purchasing power increases. 

The controversy over the creation of pollution traditionally has focused on finger pointing and pitting economic

matters versus environmental concerns. Industry, government, and public groups have not always realized that

environmental protection and economic growth do not have to be mutually exclusive. Government regulation,

industry initiative, and public demand have caused great improvements to be made in the area of environmental

protection. Better process design, control measures, and pollution prevention activities to reduce or eliminate

pollutants at the source have reduced much pollution. Although great successes have been achieved, much more

must be done in order to protect human health and the environment from pollutants. 

A cultural change continues in the way many Alabamians work and play. Businesses, industry, agriculture, and

other activities continue to make improvements in their operations. Collectively, they are trying to make a

difference, as are public environmental groups and government agencies who keep watch over the environment

and who encourage progress. These collective actions are important to success, but what can we do individually?

We must all consider our activities, taking into consideration the environmental impact they may have. The idea

of  “throwing it away” is a myth. Wastes do not “disappear” when we “throw it away.”  All waste must be

disposed of somewhere, and consumption of most materials creates at least one form of pollution from solid

waste or from discharges in water or emissions into the air. 

When purchasing materials and services, we must consider questions such as “What will happen to it after I use

it? Can it be recycled? Can I purchase goods with less packaging? Is there a better alternative?” and finally, and

most importantly, “Do I really need it?” Unfortunately, we often must act and make decisions without complete

information. Educating ourselves, taking the time to get accurate information, and considering the consequences

of our actions collectively and as individuals are important first steps in solving the problems created by

environmental pollution.

From World Book Encyclopedia
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POLLUTION PREVENTION

OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Compare the effects of three different pollutants on bacterial

growth.

2. Graph the percent turbidity of bacterial growth versus the

percent pollution for each pollutant.

3. Graph the comparison of percent bacterial growth versus

percent pollutant.

4. Calculate the percent pollution in a water sample starting with

a 1 percent stock solution.

BACKGROUND:
Nitrates and phosphates are essential nutrients for plants and

animals. Nitrates and other nutrients can be found in relative

abundance in a balanced aquatic ecosystem. This means that, in

any system, phosphates are usually the limiting reagent.

Phosphates and/or nitrates are found in fertilizers (synthetic and

natural) and detergents, both of which are deposited into

Alabama’s rivers, lakes, and streams each year through human

activity. An excess of these substances can cause an increase in

bacterial growth. This bacterial increase subsequently can deplete

the system’s oxygen levels.  The population of oxygen-dependent

species will be reduced dramatically. This can lead to the

premature death or eutrophication in the system. The purpose of

this activity is to demonstrate how bacterial growth is affected by three different pollutants commonly found

in Alabama’s aquatic ecosystems. It will compare detergents, fertilizers, and motor oil.

VOCABULARY: 
pollutant, turbidity, nitrate, phosphate, limiting reagent, eutrophication, supernatant, stock solution, aquatic

ecosystem, reagent

PROCEDURE:
1. Separate the students into groups of 4 to 5 each. Have them place 10 g of soil plus 100 mL 0.85 percent

NaCl (normal saline) in a 250 mL flask.

2. Shake and leave for half an hour. 

3. While waiting half an hour for the soil solution to settle, label nine test tubes #1 through #9. Then take 250

mL flasks and label them Detergent-D1%, Fertilizer-F1%, and Motor Oil-M1%. Add 1g solid or 1 mL of

each pollutant to its corresponding flask. Add 9 mL of bacterial nutrient broth to each flask.

Bacterial Growth From Three

Common Pollutants

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Science, Chemistry, Biology

Time Needed:
Two class periods of approximately 50

minutes

Materials: 
250 mL flasks (4 per group)

20 mL test tubes (9 per group)

50 mL flasks (3 per group)

100 mL 0.85 percent NaCl

graph paper and pencil

bacteria nutrient broth (150 mL per

group)

soil

detergent, fertilizer, motor oil
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4.   Take test tubes #1 through #9 and prepare them according to the following chart:

Using the indicated quantities of the pollution solutions (prepared in previous step), nutrient broth, and

bacteria:

Test Tube                               1% Pollution                   Nutrient Broth              Bacteria

                                                    (mL)                                 (mL)                         (mL)

    1                                             0-D1%                             10                               5

    2                                             1-D1%                                9                               5

    3                                             5-D1%                                5                               5

    4                                             0-F1%                               10                               5

    5                                             1-F1%                                 9                               5

    6                                             5-F1%                                 5                               5

    7                                             0-M1%                             10                               5

    8                                             1-M1%                               9                               5

    9                                             5-M1%                               5                               5

5.   Gently swirl each test tube, and let sit for 24 hours. Clean up and continue the next day.

6.   Rate the percent turbidity* according to the following chart:

                %Turbidity*                                          Description

                        0                                                     completely clear

                      25                                                     less than half cloudy

                      50                                                     half cloudy

                      75                                                     more than half cloudy

                    100                                                     completely cloudy

* The percent turbidity is directly proportional to the percent growth of bacteria in the medium.

7.   Calculate the percent pollution (X%) in each test tube.

      Example:  Test Tubes #2, #5, and #8.

        X% / 15 mLs  =  1% / 1 mL

        (X%)(1 mL)  =  (1%)(15 mL)

            

        X%  =  (1%)(15 mL) / (1 mL)

        X%  = 0.15%

Therefore test tube #2 has 0.15 percent detergent pollution in it.
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8.   Do the same for all the test tubes.

9.   Record your results on a data chart similiar to the one below:

Test Tube Pollution Source % Pollution % Bacterial Growth 

            (% Turbidity)

      1                 Detergent                       0                               _____________

      2                 Detergent                      0.15                         _____________

      3                 Detergent                       ___________           _____________

      4                 Fertilizer                         ___________           _____________

      

      5                 __________                   ___________           _____________

      6                 __________                   ___________           _____________

      7                 __________                 ___________           _____________

      8                 __________                   ___________           _____________

      9                 __________                   ___________           _____________

10.Graph the percent bacterial growth versus the percent pollution for each of the three pollution sources on

three separate graphs.

11.Average each group’s data with the rest of the class and graph the percent bacterial growth versus the

percent pollution on a class graph. Use a different color marker for each pollution source.

12.Analyze the graphs in a class discussion. Ask the students for possible ways to control these types of

pollution problems.

EVALUATION:
1. What effect did each pollution source have on the growth of bacteria?

2. Which pollutant affected bacterial growth the most?

3. If you added 25 mL of a 10 percent pollution solution to 225 mL distilled water, what would be the final

concentration (%) of the pollution?

4. What is eutrophication?  Include the effect of too much bacteria in an aquatic ecosystem in your answer.

EXTENSION:
1. Spec-20’s can be obtained through the Science In Motion program that currently serves several Alabama

school systems. Measure the absorbance of each test tube at 540-550 nm. The conversion of absorption to

concentration can be found with the manuals accompanying this equipment. Any high school or freshman

college chemistry book will also have this information.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Bernstein, L. (1990). Globe biology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Globe Book Company.

FAX: Solving biology problem by sharing ideas. (1995). Vol. 95-2, p.3. Flinn Scientific Inc.
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Explain Dissolved Oxygen (D.O.) Sag Point and the factors

that contribute to variable readings.

2. Organize aquatic macroinvertebrates in corresponding groups

and sort different pollution tolerances.

BACKGROUND:
Dissolved oxygen (DO) is only sparingly soluble in water. It is

essential, however, to clean water and fish survival and

reproduction. It is critical to the survival and reproduction of

many aquatic organisms.

Wastewater impacts in a stream, even after treatment, are very

pronounced with their impacts determined by wastewater

quantity, stream flow, stream velocity, number of discharges, and

sediment and photosynthetic effects.

Macroinvertebrate types or diversity and abundance concentration

changes if the DO stays below 5.0 mg/l DO at the low point.

Should this happen, stream macroinvertebrate diversity declines

from the discharge and recovers as DO levels recover. Game fish

numbers are usually reduced in low DO areas of the stream.

Pollution intolerant macroinvertebrates occur in the higher DO

ranges and pollution tolerant organisms occur at the lower values. 

For the above reasons, stream standards are set at 5.0 mg/l DO

levels to maintain high quality water and greater diversity in

macroinvertebrates, both of which will lead to a greater fish

presence.

VOCABULARY:
benthic, macroinvertebrate, Sag Point, pollution-tolerant, pollution-intolerant, Dissolved Oxygen

ADVANCE PRREPARATION:
Before you go into the field, calibrate your thermometer by immersing it in ice water and taking a reading. (It

should read approximately 32 F or 0 C.)

PROCEDURE:
1. Review with students the information found in the background, reminding them that most wastewater is

not completely clean when it is put into a local stream. The class will visit a stream to collect data on its

characteristics (see stream characteristic section - instructions). Upon completion of the DO Sag Point

discussion, ask the following: 

• What life forms could be discovered above 5.0 mg/l? Below 5.0 mg/l? (Refer to Picture Key Groups I, II,

and III for answers.)

• Would day or night be the best time to collect DO levels? Why? (Answer: Day, because photosynthesis

does not occur at night; DO levels are at a peak during the day.)

Don’t Sag Behind

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Biology, Math, Environmental Science

Time Needed: 
A two-hour block or one half-day field

trip to a local stream

Materials: 
Dissolved Oxygen (DO test kit)

Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sample Site

Field Sheet Instructions

Team Field Sheet

Macroinvertebrate Picture Keys

Collecting jars for macro-invertebrate

samples

Thermometers

Tape measure or string marked in 1”

intervals

Yard stick

Orange (fruit)

Waders

Stopwatch or watch with second hand

Clipboard

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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EVALUATION:
1. Before visiting the stream, divide students into teams. Using cooperative learning, designate a leader, a

writer, and collectors of data, giving importance to all assignments. Teams will be responsible for

completing the Team Field Sheet. Macroinvertebrates will be collected by teams to be researched in the

classroom at a later date.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Determine the effect on DO of temperature, algae growth, and reducing chemicals such as meta bisulfide.

A lab exercise could be to aerate a sample of water at 40 degrees F and then test for DO levels at 60, 80,

and 100 degrees F. How might heated water affect life in streams?

2. Do all fish species require the same level of DO to survive? Can trout, bass, and catfish all live at 5mg/l?

Does this indicate why trout do not thrive in warm water?

3. Visit the same stream during evening hours to compare dissolved oxygen levels.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Water Division (ADEM) Alabama Department of Environmental Management, www.adem.state.al.us

Guide to Macroinvertebrate Sampling.  Adapted from: Layperson’s Guide to Streams or River Water
Quality–Biological Monitoring by Steve Fiske, Vermont Department of Water Resources, June 1987.

Bio-Assess, Alabama Water Watch Program, 1993 Auburn University, Contact Dr. Bill Deutsch, 334-

844-9119, www.alabamawaterwatch.org
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Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sample Site Field Sheet

Instructions

These instructions are meant as guidance for those filling out the field sheet and collecting Macroinvertebrate

sample sites should be located in “riffle” areas (fast moving, surface broken by small waves or rocks) with a

current velocity between .4 and 2 feet per second. This is a pretty strong current but not so strong that you

can’t easily maintain your balance in two feet of water.

Equipment and materials needed (for field sheet only): thermometer, tape measure (50' preferable) or

string marked in 1 foot increments, yard stick, orange (the fruit), waders, watch (stop watch or second hand),

clipboard. A USGS topographic map would be helpful.

Basic Site Information

Fill in the information requested. Most is self-explanatory. For the site location, try to describe it so that

someone who has never been there would recognize it. Weather observations are important. They may

explain some of your subsequent observations. For estimated elevation, use a topo map. For sample type,

check the type of collection method you’re using.

Stream Characteristics Section:

1. Water temperature: Measure this at least twice from the exact spot you’ll be collecting and average the

two results. Leave the thermometer in the water for three minutes. If you get very different readings,

measure until they are within a couple of degrees. 

2. Air temperature: You can use the same thermometer.

3. Average width: Measure or estimate across the stream where you’ll be collecting. Use a tape measure or

visual estimate.

4. Average depth: Measure depth in three places at the collection spot and average the result. Use a yard

stick.

5. Average velocity (in ft./sec.): Have two people measure off ten feet, standing in the stream at the

collection spot.  Drop a float (preferably an orange) into the current at the upstream point and, using a stop

watch if available, note the time it takes to travel the ten feet. Try to pick an open path where the float will

not encounter rocks or other stream obstructions. Do this three times and average the results.

6. Relative flow: Is the present flow (the amount of water flowing usually expressed in cubic feet per

second) high, average, or low compared with your estimate of the average flow during the course of a

year? If you have seen the stream in the previous two days, was that flow high, average, or low compared

with your estimate of the average flow during the course of a year? This is a subjective estimate, but it will

give an idea of whether the stream flow is higher, average, or lower than “normal” (year round average). If

you don’t know what the average year-round flow looks like, look for visual clues, such as aquatic plant

growth, that might show the channel where water is flowing most of the time.  

7. Sediment deposits: Is the bottom covered with material other than the natural stream bed?  Check the type

that applies.

8. Does the water smell of: Check the one(s) that apply.
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9. Water color: Check the one(s) that apply.

10.Algal growth: What percent of the stream bottom is covered with algae?  Algae is brown to green in color

and has a fine threadlike or cotton ball appearance.

11.Does the river appear to be straightened or channelized?: Evidence of this would be a uniform depth,

uniform rock-lined banks, and a suspiciously straight channel. This is usually done near roads or houses to

keep floodwaters out of those areas.

12.Upstream dam: Fill this in if you know of upstream dams, even if they are quite a distance upstream.

13.Are there wastewater treatment plant discharges upstream?: Fill this in if you know of upstream

discharges, even if they are quite a distance upstream.

14.Do you see pipes emptying directly into or near the water?

Notes: Use this space to record any other observations.
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MACROINVERTEBRATE GROUPS

Beginner’s Protocol PICTURE KEY
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Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sample Field Sheet

Team Field Sheet

Team Number _____

Sample site should be in riffle area with stream velocity between .4 and 2 ft./sec.

River :__________________ Town:________________

Site #:_____________ Site Location (be specific):__________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Name(s):_______________ Date:________Time:_______

Weather:  today:_____________________ prev. 2 days: ______________________

Sample Type (choose one) Kick Net___ Artificial Substrate:___ Dredge:___

Stream Characteristics (taken at the sample site)

  1. Water Temp: ______        2. Air Temp: _____  3. Avg. Width: _____ 4. Avg. Depth: _____

      (Sample 2x (Sample 1x)  Sample 1x)               Sample 3x

      and take      a._____                                                                               and take      a._____

      average)     b._____                                                                               average)      b._____

      c._____ 

  5. Avg. Velocity 

      in ft./sec. (Sample 2x and 

      take average) average [(v1+v2) /2]

      time it takes a float Average

      to travel 10 ft. a. 10 ft / sec _____  =  v1_____  

      b. 10 ft /sec _____  = v2_____ 

  6. Relative Flow: (circle) present flow: High Avg. Low

      relative to your estimate prev. 2 days: High Avg. Low

      of year round average

  8. Does the water

      smell of:                       Sewage___  Oil___             Chlorine___  Rtn eggs___     Other___

  9. Water color:  green___  tea___  milky___  cloudy___  muddy___  clear___  other___

10. Algal Growth:   >75%___   50%-75%___   25%-50%___   0%-25%___   none___

11. Does the river appear to be 

      straightened or channelized?           Y or N                                Describe:____________

12. Upstream Dam?                               Y or N                                How far?____________

13. Are there wastewater treatment

      plant discharges upstream?             Y or N                                Distance:____________

14. Do you see pipes emptying 

      directly into or near the water?       Y or N                                How Many?__________

Notes: __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Compare the effects of three different pollution sources in

varying concentrations on the productivity of algae.

2. Analyze and record experimental results in data chart and

graph form.

3. Describe what an algal bloom is and how it can affect an

aquatic ecosystem.

BACKGROUND:
There are many different types of algae. Some are single-celled

while others live in colonies containing many cells. Among the

single-celled algae are fire algae, golden-brown algae, and

euglenoids. In normal amounts, these organisms are an important

source of nutrition for fish and other aquatic organisms. When

conditions are adverse, such as excessively high levels of nitrates

or phosphates, algae will undergo an exponential growth spurt

called an algal bloom. Fire algae can be fatal to humans who eat

the shellfish that co-exist with this type of algae. Green algae and

brown algae are examples of  multi-celled colonies. Green algae

is common to freshwater systems such as lakes and ponds. When

nitrates and phosphates are deposited in large quantities through

sources such as detergents and fertilizers, an algal bloom can

result. Lack of algae reduces the fish food supply, but too much

algae will deplete the oxygen needed by fish. The purpose of this

activity is to observe the effects detergents, fertilizers, and motor oil have on the growth of algae in a

freshwater environment. These pollutants are commonly found in many freshwater lakes and ponds in

Alabama due to boating activities and improper disposal of used motor oil by individuals on the ground or in

the storm sewer. 

VOCABULARY: 
fire algae, green algae, brown algae, golden-brown algae, algal bloom, euglenoids, single-celled, multi-celled,

aquatic ecosystem, biomass

PROCEDURE:  
1. Prepare the soil slurry by adding 20 mL of topsoil to 100 mL of tap water. Swirl it around just before using

it.

2. Before the lab begins, prepare a 1 percent pollution solution by adding 10 g dry or 10 mL liquid fertilizer

to a 1-liter flask. You should have one for detergent, one for fertilizer, and one for motor oil.  Fill the flask

to the 1-liter mark with algal growth medium  Add 5 mL of soil slurry (containing the bacteria to break

down pollutants) and leave in a dark place for one week.

3. Separate the students into groups of four or five. Give each group nine 250 mL flasks and label them #1

through #9.

4.  Have the students set up the nine flasks as follows using the indicated quantities of the pollution solutions 

      and the soil slurry prepared in the first two steps:

The Effects Of Pollutants On

Algae Productivity

Grades:
9-12

Subject:
Environmental Science, Biology

Time Needed: 
Two weeks

Materials: 
3000 mL (3 liters) freshwater algal

growth medium (per student group)

graph paper

3-1000 mL flasks

250 mL flasks (9 per student group)

100 mL graduated cylinders

funnels

filter paper

balance

cotton

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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  Flask               1% Pollution                 Algal Growth       Soil Slurry Calculated Biomass Weight

  (mL)               Solution (mL)               Medium (mL)             (mL) (Step 7)

      1                 0- detergent                         100                         5 ____________

      2                 10- detergent                           90                         5 ____________

      3                 50- detergent                           50                         5 ____________

      4                 0- fertilizer                         100                         5 ____________

    5                 10- fertilizer                            90                         5 _____________

    6                 50- fertilizer                            50                         5 _____________

    7                 0- motor oil                         100                         5 _____________

    8                 10- motor oil                           90                         5  _____________

    9                 50- motor oil                           50                         5 _____________

5. Plug the flasks with cotton and place them in the window for one week.

6. After one week, give each group of students nine pieces of filter paper and a large funnel and flask. 

7. Place the filter paper in the funnel and place it in the mouth of the flask. When all the water is filtered

through the filter paper, let it sit for one minute and then weigh it on the balance. Record the wet biomass

weight on your data chart. Repeat this for each flask.  

8. Have each group of students graph the biomass weight results for each type of pollution on the same graph

paper so they can compare them. The class should average its results for each condition (flask number) and

prepare a class data chart and graph.

EVALUATION:
1. Which pollutant was the most harmful to the productivity of the algae?

2. Did any of the pollution solutions cause an increase in algae growth?  If so, what would the result be if an

aquatic ecosystem were contaminated by this type of pollution?

3. Name three types of single-celled algae and two types of multi-celled algae.

4. What can happen if there is an overabundance of fire algae in a given area?

5. Explain how you obtained the wet biomass of your algae growth.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Bernstein, L. (1990). Globe Biology. Globe Book Company, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. pp.113-119.

Water Shed Worlds. (1990). Pollutants, Algae and Eutrophication. Thames Science Center

Dobson, C. and Beck, G.G.(1991). Watersheds: a practical handbook for healthy water. Firefly Books.
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Define mutation.

2. Identify the sources of mutagenic agents.

3. Compare the effects of possible mutagenic agents from

chemical contaminants–alcohol, tar, and nicotine.

4. Use the Ames test to confirm mutagenic agents.

BACKGROUND:
Mutagenic agents found in water may come from a variety of

chemical contaminants. These agents cause tumors and cancer in

aquatic animals and even in humans. Through recreational

activities, people unknowingly add mutagenic agents, chemicals,

or bacteria to natural waters. The Ames test is used throughout

the scientific community. Dr. Ames used a bacterium, Salmonella
typhimurium, that must mutate in order to grow on a minimal

nutrient agar. If exposed to an agent that causes a mutation, the

bacteria reverts and then can grow in colonies on a minimal

nutrient medium.

VOCABULARY: 
Salmonella typhimurium, mutation, mutagenic agent, media,

incubator, autoclave, agar, mutagenicity, reliable, valid

PROCEDURE:
1. Obtain four sterile petri dishes containing glucose minimal

agar media and label each dish as follows:

• #1 control–distilled water

• #2 control–acetone

• #3 beer–preservatives

• #4 cigarettes–tar and nicotine

2. Onto each dish, swab or spread Salmonella typhimurium (completely covering agar).

3. Control #1: Soak filter paper in distilled water, remove, allow to dry, and place in petri dish.

4. Control #2: Soak filter paper in acetone, remove, allow to dry, and place in petri dish.

5. Variable #3: Soak filter paper in beer, allow to dry, and place in petri dish #3.

6. Variable #4: To obtain chemicals from cigarette butts, remove filter and cigarette paper and place in

acetone. Allow to sit for 10 minutes.  Soak filter paper in the liquid,  remove, allow to dry, and place in

petri dish #4.

7. Preheat oven or incubator to 35-37°C. Invert petri dishes and incubate for at least 48 hours.

8. Count the number of colonies, and record on the following data sheet:

Mutant Colonies

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Science, Environmental Science,

Biology

Time Needed: 
One 50 minute class period for

labwork; 48 hrs. later a second 50-

minute class period for the results

Materials: 
culture of Salmonella typhi-murium

mutant (requires histadine in

medium for growth)

sterile cotton-tipped swabs or Q-tips

incubator or oven (35°C-37°C)

sterile filter paper (place in autoclave

or pressure cooker)

autoclave or pressure cooker

sterile petri dishes containing glucose

minimal agar

10 cigarette butts (any brand)

acetone

sterile distilled water

1 beer (any brand)

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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            Control #1 Control #2 Variable #3 Variable #4

            (Beer) (Cigarettes)

Colony # ___________________________________________________________________________

Colony # ___________________________________________________________________________

9.   If bacteria colonies appear, the substances in beer/cigarette butts contain mutagenic agents.

EVALUATION:  
1. Which petri dish had the most number of colonies? Why do you think this happened?

2. What controlled variables may affect the outcomes?

3. Do you think the results of this activity are reliable? Valid?

4. What other substances do you think may cause a mutation to occur on Salmonella typhimurium?
5. “U.V. rays from the sun can be a mutagenic agent.” Explain.

6. Predict the ecological impact on aquatic animals if these contaminants continue to reach our water

supplies.

7. The mutating pollutants are common in the aquatic environment. Why are the observed mutations not

observed in higher species?

EXTENSIONS:  
1. Explain physical and chemical mutations.

2. Adapt this to test other recreational pollutants for mutagenic effects.

3. Obtain current Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) report from ADEM in which data are organized by causal

category. One category is mutagenic. Compounds, source, and amounts released are available from

ADEM.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Cunningham, W., and Saigo, B. (1995). Environmental Science. Third Edition. Dubuque, IA: Wm C.

Brown Cummunications Inc.

Alabama Department of Environmental Management , www.adem.state.al.us

2000 TRI Report released in May 2002, www.epa.gov/triinter
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OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to:

1.   Evaluate recipes for non-toxic common household cleaning

supplies.

2.   Compare the cleansing capability and safety of cleaning

alternatives with their brand-name, toxic counterparts.

BACKGROUND:  
If a person reads the labels of commonly used household

cleaners, he/she will discover that many can be extremely toxic to

humans as well as to other living things. Review the “Home Safe

Home” resource sheets from the Tennessee Valley Authority and

the “Hazardous Waste Wheel” from Waste Management, Inc. (see

resources section) to inform students of the extent of toxicity in

products.  Refer to “Enlightened and Reformed” in Learning

Through Legacy (9-12).

VOCABULARY:  
toxicity, borax, cornstarch, baking soda  

PROCEDURE:  
1. Divide the class into groups.  

2. Assign specific cleaning tasks to each group.  

3. After preparing identical “dirty” surfaces, students should

prepare non-toxic recipes and test their efficiencies in

comparison to the brand-name products.  

4. As students report their findings to the class, discuss which products were most effective.  

5. Discuss making environmentally sound decisions when choosing products for the home.  

EVALUATION: 
1.   Discuss the long-term effects of using toxic versus non-toxic versions of cleaners.

EXTENSION:
1. Compare purchase costs of non-toxic recipes and brand-name products. Share the results and discuss with

class.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:  
Mason Hunter, L. The Healthy Home:  An Attic-to-Basement Guide to Toxic-Free Living. Pocket Books.

Dadd, D. L. The Nontoxic Home. Tarcher. 

Dadd, D. L. Nontoxic & Natural. Tarcher.

“Household Hazardous Waste Wheel,” Legacy, Inc. P.O. Box 3813, Montgomery, AL 36109,

www.legacyenved.org, 1-800-240-5115.

To Clean Or To Glean

Grade:
9-12

Subjects:
Home Economics, Environmental

Science, Chemistry, Biology

Time Needed:  
Two to five hours

Materials:  
white vinegar

borax

washing soda (sold in supermarkets)

olive or vegetable oil

lemon juice

baking soda

cornstarch

salt

vanilla

cream of tartar

toothpaste

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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Non-toxic Cleaners

MATERIALS:  

      white vinegar, borax, washing soda (sold in supermarkets), olive or vegetable oil, lemon juice, 

      baking soda, cornstarch, salt, vanilla, cream of tartar, toothpaste

NON-TOXIC CLEANER RECIPES:

Glass and tile:  
Mix 1 quart of water with 1-2 tablespoons of vinegar (use a spray bottle), or mix 1/2 cup of cornstarch in 2

quarts of water (warm) and apply with a sponge.

Floors:  
Fill a bucket with hot water and add 1/4 to 1/2 cup of vinegar.  For stains, use a mix of borax and hot water.

Tough spots:  
Sprinkle a wet sponge with borax.

Counters and cabinets:  
Mix 1/2 cup of borax to 1 gallon of water.

All-purpose cleaner:  
Mix vinegar and salt or dissolve 4 tablespoons of baking soda in a quart of warm water.

Sinks:  
Use baking soda as a powdered cleanser.

Kitchen odors:  
Set a cotton ball soaked in vanilla on a saucer in the refrigerator or on the counter.  Sprinkle borax in the

bottom of the garbage can.

Bathroom tile walls:  
Make a paste of borax and water and scrub.

Toilet bowl cleaner:  
Sprinkle baking soda into the bowl. Then drizzle with vinegar and scour with a brush.

Furniture polish:  
Mix 1/2 cup or more of lemon juice and 1 cup of olive oil in a spray bottle. Use for all wood.

Carpets:  
To refreshen (or ward off fleas), sprinkle borax.

To clean, sprinkle baking soda, wait 15 minutes, and vacuum.

Fireplace:  
Clean tiles with full-strength vinegar or 1 cup washing soda (sold in supermarkets) dissolved in 2 gallons of

hot water. Rinse with clear water. Clean excess soot from the flue by throwing a handful of salt into a blazing

fire.
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Non-toxic Cleaners (con’t)

Spray starch:  
In a spray bottle, mix 1 tablespoon of cornstarch in a pint of cold water.

Grease spot remover:  
Rub with a damp cloth dipped in borax, or apply a paste of cornstarch and water.  Let it dry and brush off.

Shoe polish:  
Polish with the inside of a banana peel and buff.

Silver polish:  
Clean with toothpaste and warm water.

Copper cleaner:  
Apply a paste of lemon juice and cream of tartar, leave on 5 minutes, and then wash in warm water.
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OBJECTIVES:  
Students will be able to:

1. Investigate the effects of sulfur dioxide air pollution on

different plants.

2. Record data.

3. Compare plants exposed to sulfur dioxide with plants not

exposed.

4. Compare the sensitivity of different plants to sulfur dioxide.

BACKGROUND: 
Sulfur dioxide is a major cause of air pollution. It is released into

the atmosphere in smoke from factories and power plants. Sulfur

dioxide causes respiratory problems in people, especially when

concentrated in smog. When carried high into the atmosphere, it

reacts with water to form dilute sulfuric acid, falling back to

Earth as acid rain; this corrodes metals, damages building stone,

acidifies lakes rendering them lifeless, cuts crop yields, and kills

trees. This experiment investigates the effect sulfur dioxide has

on different plants, examining whether some plants are more

resistant to the effects of sulfur dioxide than others.  

VOCABULARY:
sulfur dioxide, respiratory, smog, acid rain, corrodes, annotated

PROCEDURE:  
Caution: Read safety warning before performing this experiment,
and observe all safety precautions for chemistry lab.

Part One—Effect of Sulfur Dioxide on Seedlings

Growing the Seedlings

1. Half fill two of the small square containers with potting soil.

Carefully moisten the soil with water.

2. Sprinkle the mustard or cress seeds over the soil in both

containers. Place the containers on a window sill or under

grow lights for two weeks, moistening the soil when it dries

out.

Investigating Exposure to Sulfur Dioxide

1. Label the two containers “D” and “S.” Record their

appearance in words or using annotated drawings in the

column marked “Seedling with damp air” (for container “D”)

and the column marked “Seedling with sulfur dioxide” (for

container “S”) of Data Table One (see attached).

2. Put each container of seedlings in a plastic bag. Using the

masking tape, label the bag with container “S”: “Seedlings

with sulfur dioxide.” Label the bag with container “D”:

“Seedlings with damp air.”

Plants And Sulfur Dioxide Air Pollution

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Biology, Chemistry, Environ-mental

Science

Time Needed: 
For each part: 20 minutes to plant

seeds, seed should be left to grow

for two weeks, 45 minutes to set up

experiment, 10 minutes to check

each experiment after 30 minutes

and after 24 hours

Materials: 
three varieties of seeds from gardening

store or nursery: either mustard or

cress seeds; either corn or cucumber

seeds; either barley, carrot, lettuce,

or tomato seeds

four small square containers (e.g.,

aluminum foil dishes) approx.15 cm

x 15 cm and  5 cm deep

four small empty jars (e.g., jelly or

baby food jars) without lids

potting soil

four clear plastic bags (large enough to

fit over one square container and

one jar)

felt-tip marker

masking tape

four twist ties

scale

sodium bisulfite (NaHSO3)

(approximately 15 g)

stirring rod (e.g., chopstick)

citric acid solution

water

teaspoon or spatula

250-mL beaker

100-mL measuring cylinder

rubber gloves

self-adhesive labels 

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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3. Put on the rubber gloves; in a well-ventilated place, weigh .5 gram of sodium bisulfite using the scale; add

the sodium bisulfite to the beaker.

4. Measure out 100 mL of water using the measuring cylinder.  Add the water to the beaker and stir.

5. Half fill one jar with sodium bisulfite solution.

6. Add a few drops of citric acid solution to the jar. This increases sulfur dioxide production.

7. Place the jar in the bag marked “Seedlings with sulfur dioxide” and seal the bag with a twist tie.

8. Remove the rubber gloves.

9. Half fill the other jar with water.

10.Place the jar in the bag marked “Seedlings with damp air” and seal the bag with a twist tie.

11.Leave the bags for 30 minutes.

12.After 30 minutes, without opening the bags, look at the seedlings and record their appearance in Data

Table One.

13.After 24 hours, look at the seedlings again and record their appearance in Data Table One.

Part Two—Resistance of Seedlings to the Effect of Sulfur Dioxide

Growing the Seedlings

1. Half fill the other two small square containers with potting soil. Carefully moisten the soil with water.

2. Label one container “A” and the other “B.” Also write the identities of seedlings A and B in Data Table

Two.

3. Sprinkle the corn or cucumber seeds over the soil in container A. Then sprinkle the barley, carrot, lettuce,

or tomato seeds over the soil in container B.

4. Leave the containers on a window sill or under grow lights for two weeks, moistening the soil if it dries

out.

Comparing Sensitivity to Sulfur Dioxide

1. After two weeks, record the appearance of both containers in Data Table tWO in the columns marked

“Seedling A” (for container A) and “Seedling B” (for container B). 

2. Put each container of seedlings in a plastic bag.

3. Put on the rubber gloves; in a well-ventilated place, weigh .5 gram of sodium bisulfite using the scale; add

the sodium bisulfite to the beaker.

4. Measure out 100 mL of water using the measuring cylinder.  Add the water to the beaker and stir.

5. Half fill one jar with sodium bisulfite solution.

6. Add a few drops of citric acid solution to the jar.

7. Place the jar in the bag with container A and seal the bag with a twist tie.

8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 with container B.

9. Leave the bags for 30 minutes.

10.After 30 minutes, without opening the bags, look at the seedlings and record their appearance in Data

Table Two.

11.Leave the bags for 24 hours.

12.After 24 hours, look at the seedlings again and record their appearance in Data Table Two.

Safety Warning
Adult supervision is required when preparing and pouring the sodium bisulfite solution. Please observe the
safety precautions for lab procedures working with sodium bisulfite solution.. Pour the sodium bisulfite
solution when in a well-ventilated place, and be careful not to inhale sulfur dioxide gas. Wear rubber gloves
when pouring sodium bisulfite solution.
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EVALUATION:
Part 1

Students will answer these questions:

1.   What effect did the sulfur dioxide have on the seedlings in the bag labeled “S”  after 30 minutes?

2.   What effect did the sulfur dioxide have on the seedlings in the bag labeled “S” after 24 hours?

3.   Why was water used instead of sodium bisulfite solution in one of the bags?

4,   What had happened in  bag “D” (the control) after 30 minutes and 24 hours?

5.   Which parts of the plant are affected by sulfur dioxide?

6.   How does sulfur dioxide affect humans?   Do library research.

Part 2

1.   What effect did sulfur dioxide have on the “A” seedlings?

2.   What effect did sulfur dioxide have on the “B” seedlings?

3.   What are the implications of any differential effects you observed?

EXTENSION:
1.   Students will research this question: Why might this information be important to a farmer or horticulturist

growing crops near factories or a coal-fired power plant?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

www.epa.gov › Air & Radiation › Six Common Pollutants

PLANT RESPONSES TO SULFUR DIOXIDE POLLUTION ...

www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10643387909381667 
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Data Table One
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Time Seedlings with sulfur dioxide Seedlings with damp air

At Start

(At the end of first two weeks

of growth outside of bags.)

After 30 Minutes

(in Bags)

After 24 Hours

(in Bags)
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Data Table Two

Time Seedlings with sulfur dioxide Seedlings with damp air

At Start

(At the end of first two weeks

of growth outside of bags.)

After 30 Minutes

(in Bags)

After 24 Hours

(in Bags)

Seedling A was:

Seedling B was:



Notes
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OBJECTIVES:  
Students will be able to:

1. Analyze poultry and cow manure samples for carbon,

nitrogen, and phosphorus.

2. Calculate the C, N, and P ratio of each sample.

3. Observe the growth of bacteria in manure solution.

BACKGROUND:  
Animal manures are typically high-volume by-products of the

poultry industry or hog or cattle farms. Manures are valuable,

natural soil amendments that can add nutrients and organic matter

to increase soil fertility. They are also potential pollutants of

surface and groundwater, if mishandled.

An environmental concern for manure contamination is in

maintaining the water quality of the state. The ultimate concern is

to avoid bacterial contamination and excess nutrient run off. If

improperly managed, manure can become a liability by causing

problems in the environment and creating hazards to human and

aquatic animal health.

Manure can contaminate water by:

• Leaching into soil and groundwater.

• Running off, when incorreclty applied.

• Directly discharging into water resources.

VOCABULARY: 
poultry, manure, microorganisms, contaminants, pathogen,

disease, methemoglobinemia, eutrophication, supernatant, culture

PROCEDURE:
1. Measure out 10 g of poultry and cow manure each, and allow

them to air dry for 24 to 48 hours before using.

2.  Obtain 10 g of soil by removing top soil and going down one to two inches.

3. In a 250 mL flask, add 10 g of soil and 100 mL of 0.85 percent NaCl. Cover, shake, and allow to settle for

30 minutes. The supernatant liquid contains bacteria.

4. Label test tubes:

a. Poultry manure 0.1 g

b. Poultry manure 0.5 g

c. Poultry manure 1.0 g

d. Cow manure 0.1 g

e. Cow manure 0.5 g

f. Cow manure 1.0 g

g. Poultry manure 1.0 g

h. Cow manure 1.0 g

i. Distilled water

j. Distilled water

Manure Nuisance

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Science, Math, Biology

Time Needed:  
Analyzing and calculating litter, 50

minutes; setting up experiment for

growth and study, 50 minutes;

determine growth after 24 hours, 50

minutes

Materials: 
poultry and cow manure

soil

microorganisms

balance

pipette

250 mL flask

10 g soil sample (remove top soil; go

down an inch)

100 mL  0.85 percent NaCl (nor-mal

saline solution)

20 mL test tubes (10 needed)

test tube rack

distilled water

field test kit capable of measuring C,

N, and P in liquid

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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5. Add 10 mL of distilled water to each test tube.

6. Add 1 mL of supernatant to a, b, c, d, e, f, and i test tubes.

7. Add 1 mL of distilled water to test tubes g, h, and j for control study.

8. Place all the test tubes in a warm location (top of refrigerator, near heater, or under a light bulb) for 24 to

48 hours before analysis. Rank turbidity observations and record on a data table.

9. Have the students analyze the C, N, and P content of the poultry and cow manure using a field test kit.

Record on data table.

10.Calculate the C, N, and P ratio in each test tube.  Record on data table.

11.Compare the growth in each tube with respect to the type and amount of manure.

Refer to data table explanations and layout from  

EVALUATION:  
1.   Students will be evaluated on field test kit use and general skill.

EXTENSION:  
1. If an ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer is available, use the control to set for 0 at 540-581 nm. Read the

observation for each bacterial growth and record the data.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Dry Poultry Manure Management, Alabama Cooperative Extension Service, Manual of Practice 358.
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Define radon and discuss why it is an indoor air pollutant.

2. Explain the process of radioactive decay and know why

radiation can be harmful to your health.

3. Trace the route radon can take from bedrock and soil into air,

water, homes, and eventually human bodies.

4. Conduct a home radon exposure survey.

BACKGROUND:
Radon is a colorless, odorless gas that occurs naturally. It is found

in all types of rock and soil in varying concentrations. Radon

results from the radioactive decay of Radium-226.

To understand radioactivity, it is essential to know something

about atoms. An atom is the smallest part of an element that has

all the properties of the element. Atoms are made up of protons,

neutrons, and electrons. All atoms of the same element have the

same number of protons. They usually have the same number of

electrons; however, the number of neutrons can vary. Atoms of the

same element with different numbers of neutrons are called

isotopes. Unstable isotopes are also called radioactive isotopes

because radioactivity is the process whereby the unstable isotopes

eventually form stable isotopes. Radioactive isotopes can be

thought of as rubber bands that have stretched too far. They may

“break,” losing energy instantly and spontaneously changing into

other isotopes of the same or different elements. Eventually the

daughter isotopes may be unstable too; but eventually an unstable

isotope will change into a stable one, which does not decay

further. During the radioactive decay, in addition to a new isotope,

particles of mass and energy in the form of electromagnetic

radiation are given off.

Radon occurs naturally as a gas that may be inhaled by humans.

Although lung cancer is associated with high concentrations of

radon gas, lung cancer is not wholly caused by radon. Since radon

is a gas, it cannot lodge itself in the lung tissue. Instead, lung

cancer is caused primarily by the decay products that result from

the radioactive decay of Radon-222, an unstable isotope of radon. (Note: all isotopes of Rn are unstable.)

Radon gas can convert very quickly (3.82 days) to Polonium-218, which is a solid material that can lodge in

the lungs. (NOTE: This period of time, 3.82 days, is called the half-life of the isotope. A half-life is the amount

of time it takes for one-half of the sample of a radioactive isotope to change into another form. Half-life varies

tremendously from one isotope to another.) To cause cancer, a solid radioactive atom must be in contact with

lung tissue when the atom is giving off radiation (undergoing radioactive decay). The four main decay products

of Radon-222, in order, are Polonium-218, Lead-214, Bismuth-214, and Polonium-214. These four isotopes are

very unstable, with half-lives ranging from fractions of a second to minutes. (See the diagram “STEPS OF

The Routes Of Radon

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Biology, Geography, Health, Physical

Science, Physics

Time Needed:  
Approximately five class periods

Materials:
balloons

straight pins

masking tape

9 sheets of paper (1 each labeled

Radon-222, Polonium-218, Lead-

214, Bismuth-214, Polonium-214,

Lead-210, Bismuth-210, Polonium-

210, and Lead-206)

9 chairs

rubber bands

felt-tip markers

transparencies (masters provided)

overhead projector

handful of potting soil

glass container

water

blue food coloring

“Home Radon Exposure Survey”

student sheets (included)

geologic and soil maps of the area

(available from Alabama Geological

Survey of Alabama and Legacy)

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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RADIOACTIVE DECAY OF RADON-222.”) These four “radon daughters” are solids that can easily attach to

airborne particles which can get lodged in lung tissue. The reason scientists focus attention on radon instead of

the “radon daughters” is that radon is a colorless, odorless gas that can move easily from one place to another

without detection.

A characteristic of radon that makes it different from many other indoor air pollutants is that it occurs naturally.

Radon gas is constantly emerging from the rocks that contain it. When it emerges outdoors, it mixes with the

passing air and disperses harmlessly in the atmosphere. But when it is released into the basement of a poorly

ventilated home, it can accumulate in unhealthy amounts. The majority of radon that enters a building comes in

through cracks and holes in the foundation from the rocks and soil. Other sources of radon include well water

and building materials made of rock such as bricks and concrete. Note: Uranium, the parent of the radioactive

decay series containing Radon-222, is not concentrated in all rock types but is concentrated mainly in igneous

rocks, shales, slates, and schists.

The level of radon inside a building is determined by a number of factors. The materials used to construct the

building, the building’s ventilation system and/or exchange with outside air, the concentration of radon in the

soil, and the permeability of the soil all play a role in the amount of radon in the air of the building. The

geology of the building’s location is also an important factor. (See the student sheet, “U.S. RADON

LEVELS.”)

Studies by the EPA indicate that as much as 10 percent of all American homes, (about 8 million homes), may

have elevated levels of radon.  In Alabama, the highest concentration of radon in the state is in Madison in the

northern part of the state near the Tennessee border. Elevated radon levels can occur anywhere, even in an area

not noted for high radon levels. To find out if radon levels exceed normal standards, homes must be tested.

Two common types of detectors are available. One kind uses charcoal canisters that are exposed for two to

seven days; the other uses alpha track detectors that are exposed for a month or longer. The EPA has developed

a publication for each state called “EPA’s Radon Measurement and Proficiency Report,” which lists firms and

laboratories that have demonstrated their ability to measure accurately radon in homes. It is recommended that

all homes and all schools be tested!

If radon levels exceed EPA guidelines, various measures can be taken to reduce radon exposure. An action plan

might include one or more of the following: sealing cracks and other openings in basement walls and floors;

ventilating crawl spaces; installing sub-slab or basement ventilation; installing air-to-air heat exchanger. The

EPA suggests using experienced professional help in selecting and installing radon reduction measures for all

but the most skillful “do-it-yourselfers.” The EPA booklet “Radon Reduction Methods: A Homeowner’s Guide”

offers advice on evaluating options for reducing exposure and for selecting a contractor.

VOCABULARY: 
radon, half-life, radioactive, decay, isotope,atom, polonium, radiation

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Define the terms radon, atom, radioactive isotope, radioactive decay, and radiation.

2. Use a rubber band to demonstrate changes of energy levels in radioactive isotopes.

3. Explain why radon is a serious environmental problem. Explain how radon gas decays into four “radon

daughters” and how the radiation given off by these decay products can cause lung cancer.

4. Explain to the students that they will be doing two activities. The first is a demonstration of the steps in the

radioactive decay of Radon-222. The second is identification of the routes radon gas can take to get into

air, homes, and water.
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Activity
Select nine students to participate in a demonstration of radioactive decay. Allow 10-15 minutes for this

demonstration.

1. Use separate sheets of paper labeled Radon-222, Polonium-218, Lead-214, Bismuth-214, Polonium-214,

Lead-210, Bismuth-210, Polonium-210, and Lead-206 as signs to label the students. (Tape the signs to

their shirts.) Note: The four main “radon daughters” that cause lung cancer are Polonium-218, Lead-214,

Bismuth-214, and Polonium-214. This exercise shows the complete decay of Radon-222 to Lead-206, so it

includes additional decay products.

2. Place nine chairs side-by-side in the front of the classroom and put a small piece of masking tape on the

back of each chair. It should be easy for the students to remove the tape.

3. Blow up a large balloon. Do not overfill the balloon; it should be “squeezable” at the start.

4. Have the students sit in order, left to right, from Radon-222 to Lead-206. (See the teacher sheet “STEPS

OF RADIOACTIVE DECAY OF RADON-222,” included.)  Tell the class the demonstration will focus on

the decay products of Radon-222.

5. Explain to the class that they are going to see a demonstration of radioactive decay. Tell them the balloon

is a Radon-222 atom and it is going to decay down to a Lead-206 atom. During each step, radiation is

released; and the atom decreases in atomic weight. Explain to the students that in real life the changes in

size occurring during radioactive decay are relatively small.

6. Give the first student a straight pin and the balloon. Ask the student to poke a hole in the balloon gently

and then immediately cover the hole with the masking tape provided on the back of the chair. Note: You

may want to practice this first with the students. Explain that the air escaping the balloon represents energy

in the form of radiation. Have the remaining students repeat this process in order.  As the process goes on,

explain the time each “half-life” takes. A “half-life” is the amount of time it takes for “half” of the sample

to convert into its daughter isotope. For example, it takes 3.82 days for Radon-222 to become Polonium-

218. Remind them that after 3.82 days, only half of the Radon-222 would be converted to Polonium-218.

7. Have the Polonium-218, Bismuth-214, Lead-214, and Polonium-214 atoms stand up. Explain to the class

that these are the “radon daughters.” They are solid particles. When they are inhaled, they can lodge in the

lungs. Radioactive atoms must decay while in contact (or at least in very close proximity) with lung tissue

to do any damage to cells. Cancer may be caused when these daughters break down.

Explain to the students that radon is a gas. Discuss the characteristics of a gas that will affect radon and its

movements.

1. Explain that gases will expand or move to fill a space. Blow up another balloon (or use the balloon from

the demonstration). Gas (air) is filling the inside of the balloon.

2. Explain that air moves through soil slowly. Gases like radon move in the same way. When minerals decay

radioactively and organic matter decomposes, the gases that are generated escape through the soil into the

atmosphere.

a. Show the class a handful of soil. Explain that the soil is like a sponge with many pores filled with air,

though we cannot easily see this.

b. Set up a demonstration to show how air moves through the soil. Water will represent the soil, and food

coloring will represent the air. Gently put a glass container of water in an area where it will not be moved

in any way. Put one large drop of blue food coloring into the water, and have the students check it several

times during the class period to see how the color, representing air in soil, has spread.

3. Radon gas can escape through all kinds of rock fractures. Fractures in rock commonly form where

different rock types are side by side. (Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic are the three major rock

categories.) Sedimentary rocks, such as limestone and shale, also can have many cracks and fractures

within the formation.

Have the students trace the routes that radon gas takes from rocks and soil into the air, homes, and water.
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1. Distribute the student sheet “WHERE DOES THE RADON GO?” (included). Have the students use a

colored felt-tip pen to trace the routes of radon into the air, home, or water. Allow 5-10 minutes for this.

2. Place a transparency of the student sheet on an overhead projector. Ask several students to come forward

one at a time, each tracing one of the radon routes. Continue until all routes have been traced.

Have the students trace the routes of radon into homes.

1. Distribute the student sheet “ RADON ROUTES IN THE HOME” (included). Have the students use

colored felt-tip markers to trace the potential routes.

2. Place a transparency of the student sheet on the overhead projector. Ask several students to come forward

one at a time, each tracing one of the radon routes. Continue until all routes have been traced.

Discuss the radon issue with the students using the following questions:

1. How many different ways can radon enter a home?

2. What do you think happens to the radon gas once it is in your home?

3. Can you get rid of radon gas once it is in your home?  How?

4. How do you find out if your home is contaminated with radon?

5. What could you do to prevent radon from entering your home?

EVALUATION:
1. Create a short radio public service announcement about radon and have it run on the school or community

station.

• What it is. 

• Why it is an indoor pollutant.

• Explain the process of radioactive decay.

• Explain why radon is harmful and how to deal with the problem.

2. Using the worksheets, trace the route radon can take from bedrock and soil into air, water, homes, and

eventually human bodies.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Have the students research to find out if they live in a radon-prone area. If they do, you may want to have

the students conduct radon tests in their home or school. Home test kits listed by the EPA are often available

for a reduced fee. Check with the regional EPA air quality division or write to the EPA Public Information

Center, U.S. EPA, (PM 211B) 401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460.

2. Have the students list ways radon potentially could  contaminate their homes. The students could do a cut-

away drawing, similar to the handout, to help them map possible radon routes. Also have them fill out the

“HOME RADON EXPOSURE SURVEY” (included). Suggest that the students have their parents or

guardians help them answer the survey questions.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
“Soils of Alabama” poster, Legacy, Inc. P.O. Box 3813, Montgomery, AL 36109, www.legacyenved.org,

1-800-240-5115.

American Lung Association. (1992). “Facts about radon: The health risk indoors.” pamphlet, p. 8.

Lasch, D. K. (1988). “On radon.” Virginia Minerals, 34, pp. 1-4.

“Radon in the Northeast.” (1988). Special issue of Northeastern Environmental Science, 7(1). [Available

Northeastern Science Foundation]

Order information from the Geological Survey of Alabama at www.gsa.state.al.us
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Home Radon Exposure Survey

1. Check geologic and soil maps of your area. Determine the types of bedrock and soil underlying

your home.

a. What is the main type of bedrock in your area?

b. What types of soil do you have in your area?

2. What types of building materials are in your home?

3. Describe the foundation of your home.

4. Do you have a basement in your home?

a. Does your basement floor have cracks?

b. Do your basement walls have cracks?

c. Is your basement sealed to keep moisture out?

d. Is the basement of your home completely below ground?

e. Does the basement have ventilation?

5. Is your home drafty or tightly sealed with insulation?

6.   Is there a place for air to circulate underneath your home?

7.  Does your home have an exhaust fan?

a.  Is it an all-house (attic) fan or an exhaust fan in a bathroom or over a stove?

b. Where is it located?

c. How often is it used?

8. Do you use fans other than exhaust fans? What kinds are they, and where are they located?

9. Do you “air-out” your home for several hours or days from time to time?

10.   About how many hours do you spend in your home each day?

11. In which room(s) does your family spend most of their time when they are at home?

12.   What is the water source for your home? If you use well water, does the well water flow

through limestone or shale? (Check the soil map again.)
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Radon Routes In The Home
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U.S. Radon Levels
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Where Does Radon Go?
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Steps Of Radioactive Decay Of Radon-222
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OBJECTIVE:  
Students will be able to:

1.   Identify hazardous substances in the home.

BACKGROUND:  
The lifestyles we enjoy today in the United States would be quite

different without the use of chemicals and chemical by-products.

Still, our improved lifestyles create potential hazards. Many

communities have established telephone hot-lines or waste alerts

to be used by citizens in response to hazardous incidents. Such

programs are valuable for the protection of public health and the

environment by helping to enforce hazardous waste laws.

Sometimes we recognize the problem, but we don’t always know

what to do about it. The major purpose of this activity is for

students to participate actively in the identification of hazardous

substances and identify sources of information, should a problem

occur. See “To Clean or to Glean” in Learning Through Legacy

(9-12).

Aerosol sprays may still contain cloroflourohydrocarbons (CFCs), which harm the ozone layer. This is  rare

now; look for “ozone friendly” on the can.

Antifreeze has a sweet taste but is harmful or fatal if swallowed because it contains ethylene glycol.

Chlorine bleach kills useful bacteria in septic tanks; chlorine is known to cause cancer.

Detergents contain phosphates that speed the growth of algae that can kill fish, plants, and other aquatic life

when too much is present. Dishwashing detergents may even contain arsenic, which makes sewage sludge

unusable as fertilizer. (Note that today’s detergents mostly are phosphate-free).

Drain cleaners contain lye and hydrochloric and sulfuric acids, which are all caustic.

Floor and furniture polish contain phenol, which has caused cancer in lab animals.

Fuels, such as gasoline, propane, natural gas, lighter fluid, and charcoal briquette starter fluid, evaporate at

room temperature and give off fumes that are harmful when inhaled and are flammable. They also affect our

overall air quality.

Metal polishes made with ammonia, phosphoric acid, and sulfuric acid cause breathing problems.

Mothballs contain cancer-causing p-dichlorobenzene.

Oven cleaners may contain lye, which is caustic.

Pesticides are liquids and vapors that are harmful or fatal to humans and animals.

Toilet cleaners contain chlorine and hydrochloric acid, which are toxic to animals.

Enlightened And Reformed --

Hazardous Substances

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Economics, Home Economics,

Biology, Chemistry 

Time Needed:  
Two to three class periods (not

consecutive), plus home assignment

Materials:  
student sheets (included)

home cleaning products

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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VOCABULARY:  
hazardous waste, toxic, ignitable, corrosive, reactive, environment, EPA 

PROCEDURE: 
Activity, Day One
1. Initiate the discussion by defining the term “hazardous waste” (waste that poses a substantial current or

potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly stored, treated, transported, or

disposed of).

2. List the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) four major categories of hazardous waste: toxic,

reactive, ignitable, and corrosive. (The acronym TRIC may be helpful for remembering the four categories.)

Ask students to define the terms in their own words and give an example of each using the “Characteristics

of Hazardous Waste” handout  

3. Explain to students they will be taking an inventory of hazardous substances found in their home.

4. Give each student a copy of the student sheets “Home Safe Home Hazardous Waste Guidelines” and

“Products: Potential Hazards.”

5. Ask students to brainstorm all the places in the home where hazardous substances might be found such as

storage rooms and closets, kitchen, bathrooms, and hobby rooms.

Home Assignment: 
1. Survey your own home and bring to class a list of products with the hazardous chemicals they contain.

2. Assign each chemical to one of the four categories (corrosive, toxic, reactive, or ignitable).

Note:  Caution students to use care when handling potentially dangerous materials such as lye or chlorine

bleach.

Activity, Day Two
1. Divide the class into five or six teams.  Each team is to research and report on one of the following topics:

• Proper disposal of products on the “Products: Potential Hazards” lists.

• An alternative, non-hazardous product for each product on the lists.

• Available agencies, organizations, or programs in their community to which a citizen could turn for help

for problems with hazardous substances on their lists such as law enforcement agencies, hospitals, medical

associations, and county health departments; fire departments and poison control centers; state information,

management, compliance, and health services. Include name, full address, telephone number, and any

special instructions.

EVALUATION:
1. When all assignments are complete, ask each group to compile its data and share them with the class.

EXTENSIONS:  
1. Encourage students to use the data they have collected as the basis for a publication that could be made

available to the school and community newspapers. The publication could include:

• Typical products of the home and institutions (the list they compiled).

• The hazardous category of each product together with an explanation of the hazard.

• Recommendation for proper disposal of the hazardous substance.

• An alternative, non-hazardous product for the hazardous substance.

• Who to call for help for problems with hazardous substances.

2. Define and categorize hazardous substances.

3. Describe sound disposal practices for each category.

4. List one non-hazardous alternative for a potentially hazardous product in each category.
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ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Characteristics of Hazardous Waste, 401 KAR 31:030, 1986.  See Hazardous Waste Regulations handout.

“Hazardous Waste Wheel”, Legacy, Inc. P.O. Box 3813, Montgomery, AL 36109, www.legacyenved.org,

1-800-240-5115.

Harte, J. et.al. Toxics A to Z: a guide to everyday pollution hazards. 1991. University of California Press.

(ISBN 0520072243).

Dadd-Redalia, D. Home safe home: protecting yourself and your family from everyday toxics and harmful
household products in the home. 1997. J.P Tarcher. (ISBN 0874778594).

www.epa.gov (solid waste and energy responses)
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Home Safe Home Hazardous Waste Guidelines

These products, and many more that are commonly found in our homes,3 can be toxic, reactive, ignitable, or

corrosive! Some products can contaminate our groundwater (including drinking water from wells), our soil

(entering the food we eat), and the air we breathe.

A few guidelines will help you use chemical products safely in your home.

USE A NONHAZARDOUS PRODUCT. Choose products that are biodegradable or low in phosphates.

READ LABELS CAREFULLY. Know what you are buying.

BUY ONLY WHAT YOU NEED. Reduce amount to be discarded.

DO NOT MIX BLEACH AND AMMONIA. Reaction can be deadly!

KEEP LABELS ON THE CONTAINERS. Keep this important information available.

DO NOT STORE IN PLASTIC OR FOAM CONTAINERS. Some chemicals react with these materials.

DO NOT REUSE CONTAINERS THAT HAVE BEEN USED FOR CHEMICALS. Many chemicals 

are persistent.
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Products: Potential Hazards
________________________________________________________________________________________

Products Toxic Reactive Ignitable Corrosive

________________________________________________________________________________________

Cleaners

________________________________________________________________________________________

Ammonia X

Bleach X X

Disinfectant X X

Window Cleaner X

Drain Cleaner X X

Oven Cleaner X X

All-Purpose Cleaner X X

Rug/Upholstery Cleaner X X

Furniture Polish & Wax X

Brass Polish X X

Silver Polish X X X

Spot Cleaner/Remover X X

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Cosmetics

________________________________________________________________________________________

Nail Polish Remover X X

Hair Dye X

Hair Spray X X

________________________________________________________________________________________

Automotive Products

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wax & Polish X

Antifreeze X

Gasoline/Kerosene X X

Motor Oil X

Engine Degreaser X

Car Battery X X

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pesticides

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mothballs X

Rodent Poison X

Ant, Wasp, Roach Spray X

Slug Bait X

Insecticide X

Herbicide X

Flea Powder/Spray X

________________________________________________________________________________________

Hobby Supplies

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ammunition X X

Photo Chemical X

Chemistry Set X X X X
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Products: Potential Hazards (con’t)
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Products Toxic Reactive Ignitable Corrosive

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paints/Preservatives

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paint X X

Solvent/Thinner X X

Drier X X

Wood Preservative X X

Stripper X X

________________________________________________________________________________________

Medicines X

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Household Products Trace

PRODUCT: 

Aerosol Spray Products, Health, Beauty and Cleaning Products.

HEALTH EFFECTS - Aerosol products release particles into the air that can be inhaled into your lungs and can

be absorbed into your bloodstream. A chemical that is harmless to external parts of the body may be extremely

dangerous if inhaled as an aerosol mist. Aerosol spray products have been associated with headaches, nausea,

shortness of breath, eye and throat irritations, skin rashes, burns, lung irritation, liver damage, and heart

problems. Aerosol products will explode if they are exposed to heat, causing burns and very serious injury.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - You can buy products in a non-aerosol form. Many products come in creams, solids,

liquids, or pump sprays. They can save money; aerosol products are more expensive. If you do use aerosol

products, do not inhale the fumes! Do not expose certain aerosol containers to heat. Never throw empty

aerosol containers into a fire.

PRODUCT:

Chlorine Bleach

HEALTH EFFECTS - Chlorine bleach can irritate and burn the skin and eyes. The fumes from chlorine bleach

irritate the eyes and nose. Never mix chlorine bleach with ammonia, toilet bowl cleaners, or other products

to make a stronger cleaning solution; the chemicals in the products may not be compatible and could produce

very dangerous gases. Look for labels warning against mixing with other products. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Handle chlorine bleach with care!  Better yet, mix baking soda in water to make a

good cleaning solution.

PRODUCT: 

Detergents

HEALTH EFFECTS - Non-phosphate detergents can be highly alkaline and can cause skin and eye irritations.

They are very dangerous if swallowed. Phosphate detergents can pollute water systems by causing an explosive

growth of algae.  The phosphate acts as a fertilizer. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Reduce the use of detergents. Use low-phospate detergents. Use soap or baking soda

as an alternative.

PRODUCT:

Solvents (substances that dissolve something else) - Paint thinners, furniture strippers, dry cleaning fluids,

degreasers, turpentine, and nail polish removers

HEALTH EFFECTS - Most solvents dissolve skin oils, causing skin irritation and damage. Solvent vapors or

splashing of the liquid in the eye can cause severe damage. The same absorbency that allows contact lenses to

retain medication also retains strong vapors from solvents. Instead of being washed away quickly by tears,

chemicals are held against the eyes until the lenses are removed. The time of exposure can cause considerable

eye damage or irritation. The breathing of solvents, which evaporate quickly and enter the air, can cause nose

and throat irritations, can damage lung tissue, and can enter the bloodstream through the lungs. Repeated

exposure to small amounts of some solvents can cause internal damage to the liver and kidneys, the first line of

defense against unwanted chemicals in the blood.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Use solvents with utmost care and respect. If possible, use solvents outdoors. When

using indoors, have plenty of fresh air and good ventilation. Never transfer solvents to unlabeled containers,

especially food/drink containers.
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PRODUCT:

Air Fresheners

HEALTH EFFECTS - Air fresheners may interfere with the natural sense of smell by coating nasal passages

with an oily film or with a nerve-deadening agent. Air fresheners don’t eliminate room odors; they simply

introduce a new smell and mask the offensive odor.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Use a box of baking soda in the refrigerator to remove odors, a dish of hot vinegar to

remove room odors, or a bouquet of flowers or herbs to give the room a pleasant smell.

PRODUCT:

Paints

HEALTH EFFECTS - Chemicals in paints can irritate the eyes, skin, and lungs. Fumes can cause headaches,

nausea, respiratory problems, muscle weakness, and liver and kidney damage.  Some paints are flammable.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Paint items outdoors when possible. When you paint indoors, make certain there is

adequate ventilation. Latex paints eliminate the need to use paint thinners that contain additional toxic

chemicals.

PRODUCT:

Hobby Materials - Glues & Epoxy

HEALTH EFFECTS - Glues and epoxy are flammable. They irritate the skin and lungs and can make one more

sensitive to a number of other substances. Some people have died after deliberately inhaling fumes from these

products.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Read product labels carefully. Wear gloves when you use them, and make certain you

have good ventilation. Store these products away from heat and children.

PRODUCT:

Hobby Materials - Photography Supplies

HEALTH EFFECTS - Dangerous chemicals used to develop photographs are methanol, xylenol, methylene

chloride, turpentine, benzene, acetates, and hydrochloric acid. Methylene chloride and benzene are associated

with cancer. Many chemicals are flammable and can cause skin, eye, and lung irritations; some contain acids

that can burn and blind.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Use these materials only in a well-ventilated area. Wear goggles and gloves.  Store

these chemicals in unbreakable containers away from heat. Store acids in non-metal containers. Avoid products

that contain benzene.

PRODUCT: 

Hobby Materials - Glazes

HEALTH EFFECTS - Many heavy metals are used in glaze materials to produce beautiful colors.  Uranium,

lead and zinc chromate, and cadmium can cause cancer; all chromium and nickel compounds are suspected

cancer-causers. Antimony, manganese, and cadmium compounds are highly toxic by inhalation.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Use less toxic colorants, such as many iron compounds (oxides, ochres), titanium, tin,

zirconium, copper, and cobalt compounds.

PRODUCT:

Rug and Upholstery Cleaners

HEALTH EFFECTS - These cleaners may contain chemicals that, when inhaled, can cause nausea, anemia,

liver damage, convulsions, and possibly coma.

WHAT YOU CAN DO - Wear gloves and have adequate ventilation during the cleaning process.  Clean rugs

and upholstery with a non-aerosol shampoo.
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Hazardous Waste Regulations

CHARACTERISTICS OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

I. Characteristic of Ignitability

Waste exhibits the characteristic of ignitability if a representative sample of the waste has any of the following

properties:

A. It is a liquid and has a flash point less than 60 degrees Celsius (140 degrees F).

B. It is not a liquid and is capable, under standard temperature and pressure, of causing fire through friction,

absorption of moisture, or spontaneous chemical changes, and, when ignited, burns so vigorously and

persistently that it creates a hazard.

C. It is an ignitable, compressed gas.

D. It is an oxidizer.

II. Characteristic of Corrosivity

Waste exhibits the characteristic of corrosivity if a representative sample of the waste has either of the

following properties:

A. It is aqueous and has a pH less than, or equal to, 2 or greater than,or equal to, 12.5.

B. It is a liquid and corrodes steel at a rate greater than 6.35 mm per year at a test temperature of 55 degrees

Celsius.

III. Characteristic of Reactivity

Waste exhibits the characteristic of reactivity if a representative sample of the waste has any of the following

properties:

A. It is normally unstable and readily undergoes violent change without detonating.

B. It reacts violently with water.                               

C. It forms potentially explosive mixtures with water.             

D. When mixed with water, it generates toxic gases, vapors, or fume in a quantity sufficient to present a

danger to human health or the environment.                           

E. It is a cyanide or sulfide-bearing waste that, when exposed to pH conditions between 2 and 12.5, can

generate toxic gases, vapors, or fumes in a quantity sufficient to present a danger to human health or the

environment.

F. It is capable of detonation or explosive decomposition or reaction if it is subjected to a strong initiating

source or if heated under confinement.

G. It is capable of detonation or explosive decomposition or reaction at standard temperature and pressure.

IV.Characteristic of Toxicity

Waste exhibits the characteristic of toxicity if the extract from a representative sample of the waste contains any

of the following contaminants:  Arsenic, Barium, Cadmium, Lead, Mercury, Selenium, Silver, Endrin,

Lindane, Methoxychlor, Toxaphene, 2,4-D, or 2, 4, 5.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Tennessee Valley Authority, www.tva.gov.
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OBJECTIVES:  
Students will be able to:

1. Identify fish advisories existing for specific locations within

Alabama. (See charts.)

2. Locate the advisories on a map.

3. Explain the difference between  a limited consumption
advisory and a no consumption advisory.

4. Describe which toxic contaminants have caused problems in

Alabama and give the history behind their use.

5. Explain what happens when fish are tested and found to be

contaminated.

BACKGROUND:
Water quality standards are set and enforced by federal, state, and

local government agencies. The adoption of water quality

standards is a state responsibility that is overseen by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The Alabama

Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) is the

permitting authority under the National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) and is the agency that enforces the

laws of the Clean Water Act. Under the Clean Water Act, the

owner or operator of a facility covered by an NPDES permit is

required to monitor effluent or wastewater quality at regular

intervals, maintain complete and accurate records, and report the

results. Regulators can also monitor water quality at such sites to

determine compliance with permit requirements and notify the operator of any violations. Fines can be assessed

for violations. (ADEM can supply a list of facilities in your county that have NPDES permits.) The Geological

Survey of Alabama monitors and keeps records of water well usage, ground-water levels, and water quality.

VOCABULARY:
advisory, aquifer, carcinogen, contaminant, discharge, enforcement, regulation, risk, toxic, effluent, water

quality, watershed

PROCEDURE:
1. Have students read the “Alabama Fishing Advisories” pamphlet. 

2. Pass out and have students read copies of current postings.

3. Help students locate on their maps where the current posting locations are across the state.

4. Have students study the fish tissue sampling map to see the 73 locations that ADEM tests (28 major

reservoirs, 26 streams and 19 ADCNR-managed public fishing lakes). 

5. Have students make a list of which pollutants are listed on the chart.

6. Have students make a list of species listed on the chart.

7. Discuss the history behind contaminants, helping students to realize that current problems often result from

toxic materials that were discharged years ago.

8. Discuss NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System), which regulates discharges to prevent

further water degradation.

Are Those Fish Safe To Eat?

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Science, Math, Geography

Time Needed:  
One to two class periods

Materials:
Alabama map

map of ADEM-ADCNR-TVA fish

tissue sampling locations

copies of current Alabama Fishing

advisories pamphlet

copies of current postings for different

locations in the state

information from the local newspaper

and magazines on fish advisories or

toxic contaminants

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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EVALUATION:  
1. Teacher may note student participation during exercise.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Have students research the Clean Water Act.

2. Have students contact their senators or congressman for current information on the Clean Water Act. Find

out what they support.

3. Invite a local environmental leader to speak to the class about stream classification in the county (especially

fishable/swimmable).

4. Contact ADEM or GSA for additional information on stream use classification within your watershed.

5. Assign teams of students to research the toxic chemicals and report to the class the health risks associated

with each.

6. Contact GSA for information on water quality and fish species within your watershed.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Alabama Department of Environmental Management: www.adem.state.al.us (for environmental

management information and information on fish and wildlife and water use classifications).

Alabama Department of Public Health, Division of Epidemiology. 1-800-338-8374, Risk Assessment

Branch, 201 Monroe Street, RSA Tower Suite 1460, Montgomery, AL  36104, www.adph.org (for current Fish

Consumption Advisory).

Bolton, M. (1994, March 20). “You Caught It, But Can You Eat It?” The Birmingham News, p.1B.

Geological Survey of Alabama. www.gsa.state.al.us., 420 Hackberry Lane, University of Alabama,

Tuscaloosa, AL, 205-349-2853. (for information on biological monitoring of Alabama’s fish). 

Alabama Department of Conservation & Natural Resourced, Division of Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries,

64 N. Union Street, Montgomery, AL  36130-3020, 334-242-3471, www.dcnr.state.al.us.

Rabiroff, J. (1994, July 21). New ADEM Fish-Eating Rates Mean Toxins Must Be Cut. The Birmingham
News, p. 1C.

Mettee, M. and O’Neil P. Fishes of Alabma and the Mobile basin. 1996. Oxmoor House.
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Alabama Fish Tissue Sampling Program

Concern: Public consumption of fish that potentially contain Hg, PCB, dioxin/furan, and other pollutants.

Response: State program combines resources of ADEM, ADCNR, and ADPH, with cooperation of TVA, to

obtain statewide data.

Plan: Sample 73 frequently fished locations at recurring intervals so that information is frequently obtained and

updated.

Analyze tissue for pollutants of concern and for which FDA has an action level. (1993)

Parameter FDA Advisory Level (mg/l)

1. Chlordane 0.3

2. Chlorpyrifos (Dursban) ——

3. DDT 5.0

4. Dieldrin 0.3

5. Endrin 0.3

6. Heptachlor 0.3

7. Mercury 1.0

8. Mirex ——

9. PCB 2.0

10. Toxaphene 5.0
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Fish Consumption

Advisory

The Alabama Department of Public Health has

issued a fish consumption advisory for

Choccolocco Creek from the confluence of

Snow Creek and Choccolocco Creek, south of

Oxford, to where Choccolocco Creek flows into

Logan Martin. The Department recommends

persons avoid eating all fish caught from this

area. Several species of fish were found to have

levels of polychlorinated biphenyls over the

Food and Drug Administration tolerance level.
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ADEM - ADCNR - TVA

Fish Sampling Locations
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Fish Consumption Advisories in Alabama
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1.   Discover the ways the environment is polluted.

2.   Explore methods to clean the pollutants.

3.   Construct a filtering apparatus.

BACKGROUND:
The word pollution has been used often in our world. Have you

ever thought about the ways you add to the pollution in your

environment? The most common pollutants of water are high

levels of organic matter (sewage), plant nutrients such as nitrogen

and phosphorus, and suspended soil particles. Our water quality

is most important. It has been estimated that we can’t live without

fresh water for longer than five days. Water has been cleaned by

natural processes since there has been water on Earth. The water

on the planet is continuously cleaned and recycled for us to use.

Water treatment plants in cities and communities clean water

using naturally occuring bacteria and different sizes of rocks and

pebbles in a  filtering system. They also add chemicals to kill

disease-carrying organisms. We have been discovering ways to

use plants to help remove pollutants from water. Water hyacinths

are used in some water processing plants to clean pollutants from

the water. It also has been determined that “dirty” water can flow

through swamps; and, as it emerges, it is cleaned of pollutants.

Recently, it has been discovered that hydrogen peroxide mixed

with raw minced horseradish can remove chemicals from

industrial waste in as little as 30 minutes. The same batch of

horseradish can then be reused up to 30 times. Today we have

many questions about water and pollution. The problems will

become more severe as the population increases and agriculture and industry continue to develop. It is

estimated that by the year 2050, at least one in four of the world’s people is likely to live in countries blighted

by chronic or recurring shortages of fresh water. Water quality and supply are a matter for concern. People

need fresh water and a safe method of waste disposal. We will need to use our imaginations to develop and

discover new ways to help our planet recycle one of the most valuable renewable resources–WATER.  

VOCABULARY:
effluent, horseradish, hydrogen peroxide, pollution, recycle, renewable resource, water quality, water

treatment, water hyacinth

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1. The day before the filtration activity, the students should prepare a list which includes all chemicals and/or

products that would be used in a week in their homes.

2. Prepare a copy of the Activities With Water (see attachment) to be used as a follow-up activity.

3. Obtain the necessary materials.

Cleaning Up

Grades:  
9-12

Subjects: 
Biology, Environmental Science,

Language Arts

Time Needed:  
60 minutes

Materials:  
clear plastic soda bottle with bottom

removed

5 to 7 cm square of flexible nylon

screening

rubber band

large pebbles (150 mL)

small pebbles ( 200 mL)

pea gravel (150 mL)

coarse sand (600 mL)

fine sand (600 mL)

“dirty water” 0.5 L (2 cups) of dirt in 4

L of water

large wide-mouth jar or 500 mL beaker

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Introduce the topic of pollution.

2. Ask for definitions of “pollution”.

3. Ask the students if they add pollutants to their environment. What kinds?

4. Discuss the background information to narrow the topic to water pollution. 

5. Ask how important clean water is to the students.

Activity
1. Group students and give instructions.

2. Attach the square nylon screen to the soda bottle mouth with a rubber band. 

3. Layer fine sand next to the nylon screen and add coarse sand, pea gravel, small pebbles, and large pebbles.

4. Clean the filtering device by pouring several liters of clean water through it. Discard water.

5. Prepare “dirty wter” by adding 0.5L (2 cups) of dirt to 4L of water.

6. Smell the “dirty water” and observe. Write a description of its characteristics.

7. Carefully pour the “dirty water” through the filtering device.

8. Smell and observe the filtered water. Record your observations.  

Follow-Up
1. Make a comparison of the student filtering system with that used in local water filtration plants.

2. Have the students take home the “Activities With Water” handout and obtain information on water use and

additives. Students could construct their own tables. 

3. Discuss how the chemicals the students listed from their homes would find their way into water as

pollutants.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Research methods of water treatment.

2. How could this activity be modified or altered to consider other options of filtration?

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 

    Hogan, K. (1994). Eco-Inquiry. Dubuque, IA: Kendall-Hunt.

Science Briefs. (1996). Horseradish cleans up wastewater. The Science Teacher, 63, 12.
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Activites With Water

The following is a list of common activities with the amount of water used. As you go through your daily

activities, you use large quantities of water. You also add certain products to the water. When you look at the

ingredients of these products, you can become aware of the vast amounts of chemicals you are adding to our

water supply. In this survey, you will list your activities, the time spent, and the products you add to the water. 

Some of the activities: Showering 20 L (5 gal per minute)

Bathing 100-150 L (30-40 gal)

Washing dishes, hand 38-114 L (10-30 gal)

Washing dishes, machine 38 L (10 gal)

Washing clothes, machine 22.8 L (60 gal)

Flushing the toilet 22.8 L (6 gal)

Source: 

Roa, M.L. (1993). Environmental science activities kit. West Nyack, NY: Center for Applied Research in

Education.
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Brushing Teeth

Bathing

Showering

Washing Hands

Washing Clothes

Washing Dishes

Drinking Water

Cleaning Bathrooms

Cleaning House

Washing Cars

Boating



OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to: 

1. Determine the effects of fertilizers, such as nitrates and

phosphates, on algae in water systems.

2. Identify the process of eutrophication and explain the effects

on an aquatic ecosystem.

3. Identify ways to prevent artificial eutrophication from

occurring.

BACKGROUND:
Plants depend on nutrients, such as phosphates and nitrates, to

survive. However, when people release large amounts of these

nutrients into rivers and lakes, eutrophication of these water

systems can occur. In eutrophication, nutrients cause algae and

plant life to grow rapidly and then die off and decay. When

microorganisms decompose the algae and plant matter, they use

up the oxygen in the water and cause the death of fish and other

animals that depend on oxygen for survival.  Eutrophication is

commonly caused by phosphates and nitrates.  Phosphates come

from septic taks, runoff from feedlots and waste water treatment

plants.  Detergents with phosphates were a prime source before

manufacturers developed phosphate-free alternatives.  Nitrates

are found in animal wastes and fertilizers.  As nitrates increase,

they act as a plant nutrient and cause an increase in plant growth.

As the plant material dies and decomposes, dissolved oxygen

levels decrease.

VOCABULARY:
fertilizer, eutrophication, chlorella, nitrate, phosphates

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1.   Mix phosphate and nitrate solutions (separately).

2.   Write team names on the test tubes and the 

      three quart jars.

3.   Measure the volume of a test tube using the graduated 

      cylinder. Then calculate 75 percent of this volume.

4.   Obtain a sample of pond water with viable organisms.

5.   Prepare the Chlorella  culture by gently mixing.  

6.   Collect photos of ponds, rivers, and lakes that look clean

      and some that have a lot of algae and plant life.  Ask 

      students what caused the algae and plant overgrowth.

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Working in teams, use a wax pencil to label one jar “Control,” the second jar “Fertilizer,” and the third jar

“Excess Fertilizer.” Also with the wax pencil, label the first test tube “Distilled water,” the second test tube

“Nitrate solution,” and the third test tube “Phosphate solution.”

Eutrophication: Nutrients And

Algal Growth

Grades:
9-12

Subject: 
Environmental Science, Biology,

Chemistry

Time Needed:
Preparation:  1 hour

Observation time on observation days:

15 minutes for test tubes 

30 minutes when using microscopes

Total length of time: 3 weeks

Materials:
three 1-quart jars

wax pencil

distilled water

100-mL graduated cylinder

100-mL of 0.4 percent phosphate

solution

100-mL of 0.4 percent nitrate solution

3 test tubes with screw caps

Chlorella culture

fertilizer containing nitrates and

phosphates

stirring rod

pond water containing viable

organisms

plastic wrap

fluorescent lamp

eyedropper

microscope

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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2. From the obtained pond water sample, observe a drop of pond water under the microscope. Draw at least

four of the organisms that you see in the sample. Determine whether the organisms you see are algae

(usually green) or consumers (usually able to move). Describe the number and type of organisms that you

see on the whole slide.

3. Based on the understanding of eutrophication, make a prediction about how these pond organisms will

grow in each of the three jars during the 5-6 days of the experiment.

Activity
DAY 1

1. Fill the test tube marked “Distilled water” three-quarters full with distilled water. Fill the test tube marked

“Nitrate solution” three-quarters full with the nitrate solution. Fill the test tube marked “Phosphate

solution” three-quarters full with the phosphate solution.

2. Gently mix the Chlorella culture. Using the eyedropper, place 10 drops of the culture into each of the

three test tubes prepared in Step 1. Shake each tube gently to mix the contents.  

3. Place the caps tightly on the test tubes and lay them on their sides in a sunny, well-lighted area such as a

windowsill. (20 centimeters away from a fluorescent lamp may also be used.) Leave for 5-6 days.

4. Put 750 mL of distilled water in each of the three quart jars labeled “Control,” “Fertilizer,” and “Excess

Fertilizer.” Read the label on the fertilizer container to determine the recommended dilution of fertilizer for

watering plants. To the jar labeled “Fertilizer,” add the amount of fertilizer recommended for one quart of

water. To the jar labeled “Excess fertilizer,” add 10 times this amount of fertilizer. Stir the contents of each

jar thoroughly to dissolve the fertilizer.

5. Stir the sample of pond water thoroughly to ensure that the organisms are evenly distributed throughout.

Measure 100 mL of pond water into each of the three jars from Step 4.

6. Cover each jar loosely with plastic wrap. Place all three jars about 20 centimeters away from a fluorescent

lamp. (Do not place the jars in direct sunlight. This may cause them to heat up too much.)

DAYS 2-6

1. Check the test tubes every day for 5-6 days. Growth of Chlorella can be determined by an increase in the

density of the algae as well as an increase in the darkness of the green color in the test tubes.

2. Record any changes in density or color of the test tubes each day. Answer the following questions:

• What were the changes, if any, in the test tube labeled “Distilled water”? Describe what was observed.

• Were there any changes in the test tube labeled “Nitrate solution”?  If so, describe them.

• What occurred in the test tube labeled “Phosphate solution”?  Describe the observations.

DAYS 3 to 3 weeks

1. Also check the jar samples at least once every three days for the next three weeks. Note any color, odor,

and any visible presence of organisms in the jars. Record your observations in chart form.

2. When life forms begin to be visible in the jars (probably after a week or two), use an eyedropper to

remove a sample of organisms from each jar and observe it under the microscope. Record the observations

from each slide. (Control Jar, Fertilizer Jar, Excess Fertilizer Jar)

3. At the end of the three-week observation period, once again remove a sample from each jar and observe it

under the microscope. In the space provided, sketch at least four of the most abundant organisms and

describe how the number and types of organisms have changed for each jar.

EVALUATION:
1. Using the information gathered from the test tubes, have students discuss the following questions:

• What solution contained the most algal growth?  Which contained the least? 

• Why did the algae grow in the pattern that was observed?  

For the labeled jars:

• After three weeks, which jar shows the most abundant growth of algae? What may have caused this

growth?
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• Were there any observable effects on any organisms other than the algae in the jar with the most

abundant algae growth? Explain.

• Did the observations match the predictions made earlier in this experiment? Explain.

EXTENSION:
1. Write a paragraph applying the findings. What effect would phosphate and nitrate run-off from farms have

on a lake or pond?  How would organisms in the lake be affected?  How could negative effects be

prevented?

2. Write a paragraph on how artificial eutrophication can be prevented in natural bodies of water.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Arms, K. (1996).  Environmental science. Austin, TX:  Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.

Environmental science. (1996).  Menlo Park, CA:  Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.

Science junction: water what ifs - nitrate & phosphate lesons. (1998). www.ncsu.edu/sciencejunction.
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OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to:

1. Build a model of a well.

2. Demonstrate groundwater pollution and the way it gets into

water systems.

3. Demonstrate the difference in the rate of movement of liquid

versus solid pollutants.

4. Communicate the results of the investigation.

BACKGROUND:
In the United States, about one-fifth of our fresh water comes

from underground sources. Homes that rely on wells are just one

example of groundwater use. Wells are drilled down where the

ground is saturated, and the stored water there is pumped up to

the surface. Aquifers and other groundwater sources are

replenished gradually by surface water that seeps down through

the soil.  Unfortunately, this water can be polluted by particulates,

dissolved chemicals such as pesticides, and other substances that

contaminate the groundwater.

VOCABULARY:
groundwater, particulates, pesticides, aquifer 

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
Obtain a clear 2-liter soda bottle and cut off the top 1/3 of the

bottle. 

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
Read the following scenario to the students.

Congratulations!  You have just been hired by the Baldwin County Water Safety Service as a director of field

research. Your first assignment is to respond to the concerns of some citizens who have recently had their well

water tested. The results of the test showed contaminants that were not there during the last test. These include

a trace amount of a pesticide that was used on some nearby farms many years ago as well as small amounts of

several petroleum products. These citizens want to know how a pesticide that was used more than 20 years

ago can affect their water systems today. They also are concerned with the trash problem that they have been

having in their area lately and would like to know if some of the contamination could have come from the

trash; or, if not, could it have an effect on their water supply in the future?

Your job is to construct a model of a well that will allow you to address some of the questions of these

citizens. With your model, you will not only investigate the process by which groundwater sources become

polluted, but you will also see how different types of pollution from the surface can end up in well water.     

Activity
1. Fill the soda bottle about half full with aquarium gravel.

2. Fold the piece of nylon stocking several times and place it across the end of the sprayer tube. Secure the

nylon tightly with the small rubber band. Insert the tube into the gravel along the side of the bottle with the

Modeling Groundwater Pollution

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:  
Science, Math

Time Needed: 
One hour

Materials:
2-liter soda bottles

light-colored sand

light-colored aquarium gravel

pieces of a nylon stocking

small rubber bands

spray nozzles and tubes from spray

bottles

red food coloring

blue watercolor paint in solid form

500-mL beakers

paper cups

water

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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end of the tube about 3 centimeters from the bottom.

3. Add water until it just covers the gravel. Then add the light-colored sand to about 2 centimeters from the

top of the bottle. Pump the nozzle of the spray bottle tube a few times to get the flow of water started.

Spray the water into the 500 mL beaker.

4. Pump the nozzle and observe the water level in the soda bottle. Have students record their observations.

5. Using a pencil, punch a few small holes in the bottom of a paper cup. To simulate precipitation, fill the cup

with water and let the water drizzle out through the holes onto the sand. Try to avoid stirring up the sand.

This may cause the sand to seep down and clog the sprayer tube. Practice adding precipitation while you

pump the well until you can add and remove the water at about the same rate.

6. Place 10 drops of red food coloring on top of the sand. This is to represent pollutants like pesticides and

other chemicals that are dissolved in surface run-off. Begin pumping the well and adding precipitation.

Count the number of squeezes of the trigger of the nozzle as you pump. As you proceed, be sure that the

water level stays between the surface of the sand and the end of the tube. Watch for red coloration to

appear in the discharge beaker. Have students count how many squeezes of the trigger it takes for the food

coloring to pass through the well.

7. Ask students if the well is permanently polluted and explain their answers. 

8. Place a few crumpled bits of blue paint on top of the sand to represent waste or other solid pollutants that

contaminate groundwater by dissolving in surface water that seeps into the ground.  Repeat the pumping

and collecting process described in Step 6. Ask how many squeezes of the trigger it takes for the color to

appear this time.

9. Put some paper into small (confetti-size) pieces, and place them on top of the sand to represent litter/trash.

Repeat the pumping and collecting process in Step 6.

EVALUATION:
1. Discuss the following with the students:

• Explain why the food coloring passed through the well at a different rate than the crumbled paint did.

• Explain how a different rate of precipitation would affect the speed at which a pollutant shows up in the

well water.

• Using what you have learned in this experiment,  explain how a pesticide that was used over 20 years

ago could be found in a citizen’s well water today.

• Using what you have learned in this experiment, explain whether or not the growing trash problem in an

area is a valid concern for affecting a water supply.

2. Have students complete the Report for County Water Supply Safety Service form. Remind them they are

part of an investigative team. 

EXTENSIONS:
1. Write a newspaper article reporting on groundwater contamination. Include how it was caused, how

extensive the damage is, and what can be done to solve the problem now and in the future.

2. Invite a guest speaker from the county engineer’s office or local agency which monitors groundwater to

speak to the class.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES: 
Arms, K. (1996). Environmental science. Austin, TX: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.

www.groundwater.org
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Report For County Water Supply Safety Service

“Consulting Firm” Conducting Investigation:

Team Members:

Dates of Investigation  from _____________ to ______________

Our team has investigated the situation and provides the following information. 

1. The reasons that liquid pollution (food coloring) passes to the well at a different rate from solid

pollution are the following:

2. During a time of heavy precipitation, the problem of pollution seeping into the groundwater is

increased because the following things occur: 

3. The reasons that a 20-year-old pesticide is just now showing up are due to the following:

4. The reasons why litter will not affect the groundwater and will not get into the wells are as

follows:

5. The reasons trash on the surface may be a problem for the wells are as follows:

6. Our team suggests that the following procedures be implemented to correct the problem of

groundwater contamination:
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Describe how the process of combustion gives off products

that, when combined with oxygen, can be potentially harmful

to the environment.  

2. Explain the process of emissions testing.

3. Explain why it rains more frequently in areas of high factory

emission.

BACKGROUND:
Combustion is the type of chemical change in which chemical

substances are burned to produce energy. Fuels that are burned to

carry out the every day processes of life, like generating

electricity and starting an automobile, are made primarily of

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. When these chemicals

combine with oxygen to combust or burn, they then are

transformed into new substances. Some of these products of

combustion are invisible even though their presence in the air

contributes to global warming and air pollution. Other

combustion products may be clearly visible to the eye and easily

discernible as air pollution.

Review:  All fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas, coal) originate from living things composed of atoms of

oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. These atoms cannot be destroyed in chemical processes

(conservation of mass), but molecules can be broken apart and recombined to make new compounds.    

VOCABULARY:
pollution, limewater, particulate, suspension,emissions, fossil fuels, conservation of mass, nitrogen oxides,

sulfur oxides

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1. Use a small ball of clay to make a holder for the candle. Insert the candle into the holder and secure it to

the work area so that it will not turn over.

2. Light the candle.

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Pretend you are the engineer for an energy plant that burns fuel containing hydrocarbons.. This energy

plant has a smokestack (the candle) that is constantly emitting smoke into the air.  If the smoke that is

coming from the smokestack is blacker than usual, how would you determine where this black material is

coming from? What should you do about it? Try some experiments to find out causes and what should be

done about this type of air pollution.

Activity
1. Obtain a metal spatula. Slowly bring the spatula into the orange portion of the candle flame and leave it

there for one minute. Answer questions 1, 2, and 3 on the lab sheet.

2. Blow out the candle.

Particulate Pollution And

Emissions Testing

Grades:
9-12

Subject:  
Environmental Science, Chemistry

Time Needed:  
One hour 

Materials:
1 candle, 4-6 inches long

1-gallon glass jar with a screw-on lid

modeling clay

metal spatula

calcium carbonate solution (limewater)

matches

safety goggles 

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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3. Tiny particles that are suspended in the air are called particulates. These are a form of air pollution that

increases the cost of keeping clothes and furniture clean. The most significant problems caused by

particulates in the air are health related. Use your observations with the experiments done with the candle

flame to answer question 4 on the lab sheet.

4. Part of the job of an engineer is to determine what gases are being given off by the smokestack. Secure the

unlit candle in the bottom of a one-gallon glass jar by using the modeling clay.

5. Light the candle and cover the jar with the lid. Allow the candle to burn until the flame goes out.

6. Unscrew the lid and remove the candle as quickly as possible. Pour about one half inch of limewater into

the bottle. Replace the lid and shake the container. Answer questions 5, 6, and 7 on the lab sheet.

7. People living near a smokestack facility complain that it rains more in their neighborhood than in other

parts of the area. To determine whether any of the gases given off by a smokestack could be partly

responsible for this, dispose of the mixture in the jar as directed by the teacher. Carefully dry the inside of

the jar and place the candle back inside.

8. Light the candle and screw on the jar lid. Carefully observe whether any moisture forms on the inside of

the jar. Answer questions 8, 9, and 10 on the lab sheet.

9. Clean up all laboratory materials in the appropriate manner as directed by the teacher.

EVALUATION:
1. Discuss the following topics:

• A more detailed description of the chemical processes of combustion with an emphasis on the similarity

between the candle and fossil fuels.

• Alternative energy sources and the problems associated with fossil fuels that are avoided through the use

of these sources.

• The similarities between the photosynthesis/respiration process in living things and the chemical process

of combustion. The disruption of the normal carbon cycle should be pointed out.

EXTENSION:
1. Another part of the job of an engineer is to order new supplies of fuel. A certain supplier can provide fuel

at a lower cost. However, this fuel is not as pure and contains more nitrogen and sulfur than fuel. These

elements will react with oxygen in air, giving rise to nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides. Do some research

to answer questions 11 and 12.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Arms, K.  (1996). Environmental science. Austin, TX: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.

www.nrdc.org/air/pollution

American Lung Association: Fact sheet on particulate matter air pollution.  www.lungusa.org
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Particulate Pollution And Emmission Testing Lab Sheet

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________ Period: ________

Answer each of the following questions as you do the procedures in this activity.

1.  Describe what collects on the metal surface of the spatula.

2.  Where did this material come from?  (Hint:  What elements do all fuels contain?)

3.  What happened to the flame? Why did this happen?

4.  What can be done to reduce the amount of particulates given off by a smokestack?

EMISSIONS TESTING

5. What changes do you observe in the limewater?

6.  When the limewater is exposed to carbon dioxide, small particles of calcium carbonate become suspended

in the liquid as was just observed.  What is the source of the carbon dioxide?

7.  Carbon dioxide is colorless and odorless, but it is not completely harmless in the atmosphere. What is the

role of carbon dioxide in the warming of the Earth’s atmosphere (global warming)?
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HEAVY RAIN

8.  Do you observe moisture forming in the jar?

9.  Where does this moisture in the jar come from?  (Hint:  Think about the elements that are involved in the

process of combustion.)

10. What should the people living in the neighborhood of the smokestack be told about the effect that a

smokestack has on the nearby climate?

EXTENSION:  CHEAP FUEL

11. What effect do nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides have on the atmosphere and the environment?

12. What factors must be considered in deciding whether or not to use the nitrogen-rich and sulfur-rich fuels

that are cheaper?
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Identify a correlation between the age of a car/truck and the

amount of particulate pollution released into the atmosphere.

2. Describe the amount of particulate matter released into the

atmosphere by cars/trucks.

3. Explain that combustion produces both visible and invisible

products.

4. Identify ways to minimize air pollution. 

BACKGROUND:
In the world today, there are roughly 700 million cars and trucks

on the roads. More than 200 million of these are in the United

States alone. In 1990 internal combustion engines propelled

American vehicles over twoand a half trillion miles. Much of the

exhaust from these vehicles is invisible, nontoxic water vapor

plus carbon dioxide. Some of the exhaust is composed of

invisible but harmful gases such as carbon monoxide and nitrous

oxides. Particulates, tiny particles that are created when fuel is

incompletely burned, are a major component of exhaust.  

VOCABULARY:
particulates, air pollution, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1. Divide students into groups of 2 to 4 students each.

2. Find a variety of cars and trucks on which the test can be performed. Have as wide a variety of cars and

trucks as possible (at least three different vehicles). Use older, high-polluting models (at least 10 years old)

as well as recent models. If possible, include a diesel-powered vehicle.

3. Obtain the following information about each of the cars/trucks that will be tested:  make and model, engine

size and type (such as 2.4 L V-6), model year, number of miles driven, and number of miles since last

tune-up. Assign each vehicle a different number. Record all information.

4. Using masking tape, make a label for each sock. Write the number of the vehicle you are testing on the

label of the sock.

5. This activity works best on a cold day. Particulates may not be produced by a warm engine. The test

should be performed on a cold engine (one that has not run for at least four hours). To ensure that

particulates are collected, be sure to include some older cars in the test.

6. To avoid inhaling exhaust fumes, make sure that students stand at least 10 feet upwind of the exhaust pipes

as the tests are being carried out.

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. In this activity, a simple method will be used to observe particulates produced by a number of cars or

trucks. Socks will be placed over the exhaust pipes of the vehicles, engines will be run for three minutes,

and observations of what is collected in the socks will be made.

Particulate Producers

Grades:
9-12

Subject:  
Environmental Science, Chemistry

Time Needed:  
One hour

Materials:
a variety of cars and trucks to test

oven mitts or heavy gloves

masking tape

new, white tube socks (one for each

vehicle tested)

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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Activity
1. Before beginning the test, make a prediction about what you think testing will reveal. For example: “The

larger the engine, the darker the sock will get.”  

2. Place a sock over the exhaust pipe of each vehicle. Make sure that you match the correctly numbered sock

with the appropriately numbered vehicle. Caution: Do not touch the exhaust pipe after the car has been

started. The exhaust pipe may be hot. Wear heavy gloves when working near the exhaust pipe.

3. Perform each test on a vehicle with a cold engine (has not run for 4 hours). The owner should start the

vehicle engine and let it run for three minutes. After the engine is turned off, remove the sock. Make sure

that you are wearing heavy gloves. Record observations on a chart. Include color, density, and dampness.

EVALUATION:
1. Review the results of the experiment with the students. 

2. Describe the test results. Do they match the predictions?

3. Check to see if the socks were damp or dry when they were removed from the exhaust pipes. If damp,

what could account for this?

4. Rank the vehicles that were tested from the “cleanest” to the “dirtiest.”

5. Explore the correlation, if any, between a car’s age, engine siae, engine type, etc. and its output of

particulates. How did the other variables that were tested correlate with the output of the particulates?

EXTENSIONS:
1. Research and write a paragraph on the Clean Air Act. How has the Clean Air Act reduced air pollution

from automobiles? How has it reduced industrial air pollution?

2. Research catalytic converters and the way they work.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Arms, K. (1996). Environmental science.  Austin, TX: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.

U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Highway statistics. (1999).

Washington, D.C. 
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OBJECTIVE:
Students will be able:  

1. Collect particulate samples from various areas of the

community.

2. Compare the quantities of particulates found in various

locations.

BACKGROUND:
Our atmosphere is composed primarily of gaseous substances.

Most major air pollutants are also gaseous substances; and large

amounts of them concentrated in areas, such as cities, can be seen

as smog. However, one easily visible air pollutant is particulate

matter, especially when the surfaces of buildings and other

structures have been exposed to it for long periods of time or

when it is present in large amounts. Particulate matter is made up

of tiny particles of solid matter and/or droplets of liquid. Natural

particulate matter tends to be less of a problem to human health

and the general well-being of the environment than that which is

man-made. Natural sources include volcanic ash, pollen, and dust

blown about by the wind. Coal and oil burned by power plants and

industries and fuel burned by many vehicles are the chief sources of man-made particulate pollutants, but not

all man-made sources are large-scale. The use of wood in fireplaces and wood-burning stoves also produces

rather significant amounts of particulate matter in localized areas, although the total amounts are much smaller

than those from vehicles, power plants, and industries.

Particulate air pollutants can be harmful to plant life and to animal and human life when the pollutants are

inhaled. Discoloration of buildings and other structures also is caused by particulate pollutants; this is

unsightly and quite expensive to clean up. Because particulate matter can have harmful and serious effects, it

is one of the six criteria pollutants—pollutants for which the government has established laws and air quality

standards.

VOCABULARY:
particulate pollution, airborne

PROCEDURE:
1. Prepare 3x5 cards by first making a grid using parallel lines 1 centimeter (cm) apart in both directions on

the card forming 1 cm squares. There should be one card per student. Using petroleum jelly, smear a very

thin layer over the grid.

2. Each student should take a card home and place it in an outside area, such as a window sill or table, with

the sticky side up. Leave the card for a week or until a significant number of particles have stuck to the

card. If the card is left for less than one week, record the date it was left and the date it was removed.

3. Have students bring the cards to school. Have each student select at random four squares on his or her card

in which to count particles; and, using a magnifying glass, count the particles in each 1 cm area. Total the

four squares and average.

4. Compare the averages obtained by different students.

5. Ask students what might happen if they counted eight squares and completed averages. Would the results

be more or less accurate?

Particulate Survey

Grades:
9-12

Subjects:
Science, Earth Science, Math

Time Needed: 
One week

Materials: 
petroleum jelly

3x5 cards

city or community map

metric ruler

magnifying glass
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EVALUATION:
1. Using a community map, indicate the average number of particles reported where each student lives.

Attempt to explain why some areas have more particulate than others (farming, industry, traffic). Discuss

results.

EXTENSIONS:  
1. Perform the same activity, using a new card for several weeks to check the initial observation. Attempt to

identify the composition of the particles.

2. Repeat, placing collectors at home sites. For example, place collectors outside near the front and back of

your home; place collectors in your kitchen, living room, and bedroom. Prepare a data sheet with pertinent

data about your home and its inhabitants including pets, number and ages of children, fuel used for

heating.

3. Repeat, placing collectors in populated and less populated areas. For example, place collectors near the

following: flowering plants, a park, a factory, the city hall, a highway, a power plant.

4. Call the local city hall, health department, or air pollution office for acid rain and air pollution data.

5. Correspond with other schools who would conduct the same experiments and share your air pollution data.

6. If air pollution appears to be a problem in your area, write letters to local government officials requesting

better controls. The teacher will decide whether or not they will be mailed.

7. Investigate the effects of air pollution on health problems such as emphysema and asthma.
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OBJECTIVES:  
Students will be able to:

1. Prepare two wet mounts without assistance.

2. Explain how the process of osmosis operates.

3. Predict the effects of an intertidal environment on organisms.

BACKGROUND:
Environments that are subject to tidal changes have organisms

that have special adaptations. This allows them to exist in habitats

that change daily as the tides change. These organisms, such as

clams and mole crabs, must tolerate alternating periods of drying

and immersion in sea water. Other factors subject to change are

temperature, wave energy, and salinity. These organisms exhibit

adaptations that reveal evolutionary solutions to dramatic

environmental problems. To appreciate the stress that is

experienced by these organisms, we can construct circumstances

that model their environment in the laboratory. When a cell is

placed in an environment and the solute (sodium chloride)

outside the cell is greater than in the cell, the water will leave the

cell. This causes the cell to shrink and eventually die. An

example of osmosis is when water molecules move from an area

of higher concentration to an area of lesser concentration. When

the normal turgid conditions of a plant change as a result of water

loss, the condition is called plasmolysis. In this investigation, we

will vary the quantity of solute (sodium chloride) to observe the

effects on the organisms. The various quantities of salt  (sodium

chloride) will simulate one factor in the estuarine environment.

Organisms existing in these environments indicate their uniqueness as part of the diversity of living

organisms on the planet. The two organisms selected for this study are Elodea and the white potato. Elodea
will be used to verify cellular effects of a changing environment. The potato will permit quantifying the

effects on a larger organism.   

VOCABULARY:
diversity of living organisms, estuarine environment, osmosis, plasmolysis, turgid, Elodea, intertidal

environment

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1. Obtain 5 potatoes and several sprigs of Elodea.

2. Make salt solutions:  5 percent, 10 percent, 15 percent, and 20 percent. Place 5 grams of salt in 1 liter of

water for a 5 percent solution. Follow the same pattern for the other solutions.

3. Collect all materials:  balance, marking pencil or labels, paper towels, metric ruler, microscope, slides,

cover slips, water, medicine dropper.

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Introduce terms and describe the procedure.

Pollution And Osmosis

Grades:  
9-12

Subjects:  
Marine Biology, Environmental

Ecology

Time Needed:  
50 minutes

Materials:  
5 potatoes

Elodea (several sprigs)
salt

balance

paper towels

metric ruler

microscope and slides

cover slips

water

medicine dropper

labels

6 100 mL beakers

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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Activity
Potato

1. Cut the potato into 18 pieces  2 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm.

2. Place the potato pieces in 6 stacks of 3; weigh each stack and record on data table.

3. Place each stack into separate beakers with 100 mL of:

• distilled water

• tap water

• 5 percent salt  

• 10 percent salt  

• 15 percent salt  

• 20 percent salt

4. Leave the potato stacks in the beakers about 25 minutes, remove and blot, and then weigh each stack.

(While the potatoes are soaking, complete the Elodea activity.) 

5. Record data on table.

6. Observe and note any changes. Explain. Did the length of time affect the potato? Why didn’t the salt move

into the plant cell to counteract the rapid outward movement of water? 

Elodea (to be completed while waiting on potato stacks)

1. Prepare a wet mount of an Elodea leaf.

2. Focus to find one cell in the leaf. Switch to high power including as much of the cell as possible in the

field of vision.

3. Place a drop of 5 percent salt solution on the edge of the cover slip.

4. Put a paper towel on the opposite edge to “pull” the salt solution across the slide. Another drop of solute

may be used. Try reversing the process by placing water on the edge of the cover slip. Try a stronger salt

solution.

5. Observe and record any changes in the Elodea cell when completing steps 3 through 7.

Follow-Up
1. Discuss how the natural process of osmosis acts to compromise organisms that are exposed to pollutants in

their aquatic environments. 

EXTENSION:
1. Research marsh communities, their types of organisms, and these organisms’ special adaptations to survive

in harsh habitats.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Irby,  B.  (1984). Intertidal organisms and their environment. Marine and Estuarine Ecology. Hattiesburg,

MS: University of Southern Mississippi Press (currently out of print).

McLusky, D.S. (1989) The estuarine ecosystem. Blackie Academis & Professional; ISBN: 0470271272.
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Data Table For Osmosis

Discussion:

Is there a relationship between quantity of solute and change in mass? Explain your answer.

Describe your observations about the Elodea leaf.
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Notes
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:

1. Identify stream insects and crustaceans.

2. Identify pollutant-sensitive and pollutant-tolerant organisms

found in water.

3. Categorize stream insects, crustaceans, mollusks, and worms

into appropriate taxa groups.

4. Predict the quality of water based on the presence or absence

of certain organisms.  

BACKGROUND:
Natural waters are never very pure. Impurities may result from a

variety of sources. Sometimes there can be a difference of

opinion about the health of an aquatic system. Pollution of waters

may result from any human-related alterations that cause a

decrease or increase in the diversity of life in the system. The

diversity of species within an aquatic habitat can be a measure of

pollution.

Monitoring the quality of water can be done by collecting

quantitative and/or qualitative data.  The collection of quantitative

data is done by analyzing the parameters of the water sample.

Some water quality parameters that can be measured are

temperature, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen, total alkalinity, and

total hardness. Qualitative data can be gathered by doing a

bioassessment using aquatic vertebrates and invertebrates. All

living things have specific ranges of tolerances to physical,

chemical, and biological conditions. Assessing a water sample by

identifying the absence or presence of certain organisms will give one a clue as to how “healthy” or

“unhealthy” a habitat is.

Biological assessment is a qualitative procedure that uses the identification of certain organisms to tell

something about the environment. Bioassessment of lakes and streams may identify microorganisms or

macroorganisms in the water column. Another area of the aquatic habitat that can be used as a primary source

to investigate is the bottom substrate of the lake or stream.  Common to this area is a group of organisms

(benthos) that live on or in the bottom and consist mainly of benthic macroinvertebrates.

Characteristic of the benthic community are macroinvertebrates like aquatic insects, clams, snails, crayfish,

and aquatic worms. This world of invertebrates can be easy to investigate because these organisms are

abundant, diverse, and sedentary. They are found under sticks and stones and within the leaves on the bottom

of a stream. A square meter can be “home” to a lot of macroinvertebrates. The overwhelming diversity of

these macroinvertebrates is called taxa richness. As a result, biodiversity can be assessed qualitatively and

then can be calculated to measure the water quality and environmental health. Another fact to consider is that

these organisms are “squatters” staying in one area for days, months, and even years. According to the

Alabama Water Watch Program (1994), these macroinvertebrates serve as “mini-meters” 24 hours a day,

monitoring the quality of the water. All one needs to do is to figure out “who’s sleeping in my stream” in

order to assess the health of the environment!

Who’s Been Sleeping In My Stream?

Grades:  
9-12

Subjects:  
Science, Marine Science,

Environmental Science, Biology

Time Needed:  
Two-three class periods 

Materials:
See Resources:  “Stream Insects &

Crustaceans”– SAVE OUR

STREAMS

Alabama Water Watch - list of

Macroinvertebrate Groups -  Group

I, II, III  

Alabama Water Watch Stream Quality

Assessment Form 

3 x 5 cards (approximately 30 per

student)

taxonomy reference books on

invertebrates

POLLUTION PREVENTION
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VOCABULARY:
benthic, benthos, bioassessment, diversity of life, macroinvertebrates, parameters, pollution, qualitative data,

quantitative data, substrate, taxa richness, crustaceans, mollusks, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen, alkalinity,

hardness

ADVANCE PREPARATION:
1. Discuss the different types of pollution that may affect lakes and streams.

2. Discuss the parameters used to measure water quality and the way they affect the organisms that live in an

aquatic environment.

3. Show pictures of macroinvertebrates that are commonly found in lakes and streams.

4. Identify organisms that range from pollution-tolerant to pollution-intolerant.

5. Group these organisms into three taxa groups.

PROCEDURE:
Setting the Stage
1. Challenge the students by forming “macro-monitor” groups; the students’ major objective is to become

specialists in identifying macroinvertebrates.

2. Ask the students to make a list of locations (streams) locally that might serve as places to conduct a

biological assessment and determine the health of each aquatic environment.

Activity
1. Prepare a set of taxa cards based on the three major macroinvertebrate groups to be used for challenges

between groups of students.

2. Using the following information and procedure in step 3, prepare a card on each of the organisms listed

below:

Group l: Organisms that are generally pollution-intolerant: riffle beetle (larva), riffle beetle (adult), stonefly

(nymph), caddisfly (larva), mayfly (nymph), snail—opens to the right.Their dominance generally signifies

EXCELLENT-GOOD WATER QUALITY. 

Group II: Organisms that exist in a wide range of water quality conditions: cranefly (larva), dragonfly

(nymph), crayfish, sowbug, filtering caddisfly (Hydropsychidae-larva), scud, blackfly (pupa),blackfly

(larva), Hellgrammite (Dobsonfly—larva). Note: these organisms exist in a wide range of water quality

conditions.

Group III: Organisms that are generally tolerant of pollution: midge (larva), midge (pupa), pouch snail

(Physidae)—opens to the left. Their dominance usually signifies FAIR-POOR WATER QUALITY.

3. Prepare a set of taxa cards using the following method (a reference sheet may be given to the student that

illustrates pictures and pertinent information):

• A drawing of the invertebrate must be neatly pasted to one side of a 3 x 5 card. 

4. On the other side of the card include the following information: 

• Taxa Group Number (1, 2, or 3).

• Common name.

• Scientific name (phylum, order, or suborder).

• Description (physical).

5. Conduct “flash card” challenges among teams based on picture recognition and responses with group,

names, etc. information.
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EVALUATION:
1. The series of “flash card” challenges between groups can be used to evaluate recognition of invertebrates

and their taxa groups.

2. Have the students design streams that represent poor, fair, and good quality environments based on

bioassessment.

3. As a class (or group), construct a stream on a mural that represents a stream supplied with invertebrate

pictures picked at random, and predict the quality of the water.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Bring in samples of water collected for bioassessment, and identify the organisms found in the leaf litter

from the pond habitat.

2. Use microscopes to investigate the organisms.

3. Construct a tally list of the organisms based on the taxa groups.  (See Macroinvertebrate Tally form.)

4. Analyze and prepare a report about the health of this environment.

5. Join a water watch program (Alabama Water Watch Program) as a class or individual student involvement.

ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES:
Redco Science. (1991). Quality of water: Teacher’s guide. Oxford, CT: Ramco Enterprises, Inc.

Alabama Water Watch c/o Fisheries and Allied Aquaculture, Swingle Hall, Auburn University, AL 36849

Save Our Streams, “Stream Insects and Crustaceans”, Izaak Walton League of America, 1401 Wilson

Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209
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Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sample Site Field Sheet

Instructions

These instructions are meant as guidance for those filling out the field sheet and collecting Macroinvertebrate

sample sites should be located in “riffle” areas (fast moving, surface broken by small waves or rocks) with a

current velocity between .4 and 2 feet per second. This is a pretty strong current but not so strong that you

can’t easily maintain your balance in two feet of water.

Equipment and materials needed (for field sheet only): thermometer, tape measure (50' preferable) or

string marked in 1 foot increments, yard stick, orange (the fruit), waders, watch (stop watch or second hand),

clipboard. A USGS topographic map would be helpful.

Basic Site Information

Fill in the information requested. Most is self-explanatory. For the site location, try to describe it so that

someone who has never been there would recognize it. Weather observations are important. They may

explain some of your subsequent observations. For estimated elevation, use a topo map. For sample type,

check the type of collection method you’re using.

Stream Characteristics Section:

1. Water temperature: Measure this at least twice from the exact spot you’ll be collecting and average the

two results. Leave the thermometer in the water for three minutes. If you get very different readings,

measure until they are within a couple of degrees. 

2. Air temperature: You can use the same thermometer.

3. Average width: Measure or estimate across the stream where you’ll be collecting. Use a tape measure or

visual estimate.

4. Average depth: Measure depth in three places at the collection spot and average the result. Use a yard

stick.

5. Average velocity (in ft./sec.): Have two people measure off ten feet, standing in the stream at the

collection spot.  Drop a float (preferably an orange) into the current at the upstream point and, using a stop

watch if available, note the time it takes to travel the ten feet. Try to pick an open path where the float will

not encounter rocks or other stream obstructions. Do this three times and average the results.

6. Relative flow: Is the present flow (the amount of water flowing usually expressed in cubic feet per

second) high, average, or low compared with your estimate of the average flow during the course of a

year? If you have seen the stream in the previous two days, was that flow high, average, or low compared

with your estimate of the average flow during the course of a year? This is a subjective estimate, but it will

give an idea of whether the stream flow is higher, average, or lower than “normal” (year round average). If

you don’t know what the average year-round flow looks like, look for visual clues, such as aquatic plant

growth, that might show the channel where water is flowing most of the time.  

7. Sediment deposits: Is the bottom covered with material other than the natural stream bed?  Check the type

that applies.

8. Does the water smell of: Check the one(s) that apply.
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9. Water color: Check the one(s) that apply.

10.Algal growth: What percent of the stream bottom is covered with algae?  Algae is brown to green in color

and has a fine threadlike or cotton ball appearance.

11.Does the river appear to be straightened or channelized?: Evidence of this would be a uniform depth,

uniform rock-lined banks, and a suspiciously straight channel. This is usually done near roads or houses to

keep floodwaters out of those areas.

12.Upstream dam: Fill this in if you know of upstream dams, even if they are quite a distance upstream.

13.Are there wastewater treatment plant discharges upstream?: Fill this in if you know of upstream

discharges, even if they are quite a distance upstream.

14.Do you see pipes emptying directly into or near the water?

Notes: Use this space to record any other observations.
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Stream Quality Assessment Form
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Macroinvertebrate Tally
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Macroinvertebrate Groups

Beginner Protocol Picture Key
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Group 1

Bugs



Group 2

Bugs
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Group 3

Bugs
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Notes
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